COMPASSIONATE CARE FOR THE SICK AND HURTING

COMPASSIONATE CARE
FOR THE SICK AND HURTING
A small group study for everyday people.

There are ten session in this study. It may be helpful to print out
these pages for taking notes during discussion time.
Each session should last about 90 minutes.
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Session 1
Foundation
The Greatest Gift of All
Preparation
The First 50 Years
FOUNDATION
God’s prescriptions for health are sprinkled liberally throughout Scripture.
In Psalm 139, for instance, David proclaims:
O Lord, you have examined my heart and know everything about me.
My response to a statement like that? “Ouch!” I’m not sure I want anyone to
examine my heart and know everything about me. But God does!
David continues,
You know when I sit or stand. When far away, You know my every thought.
You chart the path ahead of me and tell me where to stop and rest.
Here it is! A simple, perfect and effective solution to prevent burn out! All we
have to do is to listen and obey. Then there is more:
Every moment, You know where I am.
You know what I am going to say before even I know.
You both precede and follow me and place Your hand of blessing on my head.
You saw me before I was born (and not aborted) and scheduled each day of my
life before I began to breathe. (That takes some time to sink in).
Every day was recorded in Your book. (That includes today!)
How precious it is, Lord, to realize that You are thinking about me constantly!
Then follows a gut wrenching prayer:
Search me, O Lord, and know my heart, test my thoughts
Point out anything You find in me that makes You sad.
And lead me along the path of everlasting life.
When these words become firmly and permanently rooted in our mind, we can
explore opportunities for giving Compassionate Care to the Sick and Hurting.
Discussion:
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1 What are some of God’s prescriptions for health found in psalm 139?
2 Name three things that speak to you from this chapter.
3 Are you willing to pray David’s prayer at the end for yourself?

THE GREATEST GIFTS OF ALL
“There are two gifts every human being on this planet has been endowed with. Two great
treasures we can allow each other to partake in. They do not require any special education, nor
do they cost anything, yet they are of far greater value than anything else we can give each
other, including Christmas presents or birthday parties. However, even though we all possess
these gifts, most of us are very stingy with them and keep them securely wrapped and under
cover. Does anyone know what these gifts are?”
When I ask audiences this question, most folks are silent, and look at me with raised
eyebrows.
“Love?” some venture.
“Yes, love,” I concur, “but lets be more specific. How do we express love?”
Silence.
When I finally give the answer to this probing question, I often get blank stares. What gift?
The class then dutifully writes down my words of wisdom on their handouts, while I hope and
pray the immense truth of this simple answer will sink deep into their souls.

YOU’RE KIDDING, RIGHT?

What is it I am referring to? OK, I’ll let you in on it: The greatest gifts we can give each other
are our time and attention. You’re kidding, right? I see on some faces. But I’m not kidding at all.
I’m dead serious. We all agree there is nothing more valuable than to have someone’s
complete attention. When I see my doctor, I know I have limited access to his inner office but
during that brief period, I know I have his complete attention. We don’t chitchat about the
weather or politics. We discuss my health. Not his health but my health. Not his lab results, but
mine. Not his blood pressure, but mine. Yes, I know my doctor is a professional, has studied for
many years, and gets paid to give me his time and attention in his office.
My point is that, like my physician, we can also give of our time and attention to others, and,
like my doctor’s visit, it doesn’t have to take long. Nor, like my doctor, do we have to write out
a prescription or a referral or order a test. I am simply talking about listening – attentive
listening. In listening we are giving of our time and attention. It’s really a no brainer. Anyone
can do it.
There’s nothing I treasure more than a call or a visit from one of my family members or
friends. When they call I drop everything I am doing - cooking, gardening, writing, watching the
news or a movie – nothing is as important as a personal call. It can last but a few minutes or
several hours. We ask questions, we listen, we laugh, we share. During that time we are giving
each other our most precious gifts of all gifts: our time and attention.

NO NEED FOR WORDS
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Carol was one of my best secretaries. She was very good at what she did in our office and,
soon after her orientation, we became friends. Especially after I discovered she was also a great
cook and superb hostess. One day we were talking about a sick friend in the hospital her
husband had gone to visit.
“I never go to a hospital,” she confided.
“Why not?” I asked her.
“I don’t know what to say,” she confessed. “I feel so sorry for sick people.”
As a nurse, I’ve moved among sick people most of my life, and I had a hard time wrapping my
mind around Carol’s feelings.
However, one day, I suddenly came face to face with the meaning of her words. That was the
day I learned that the husband of a precious co-worker had died in a car crash. He was in the
military and stationed in another state. They were newlyweds. It had just happened, and I was
numb when I heard the news. Then I felt a nudge in my spirit to go and see her.
“I can’t!” I protested, “I don’t know what to say. This is too raw.” But the gentle nudge
persisted. I finally obeyed and, reluctantly and fearful, drove to her house. With pounding heart
and sweaty palms, I walked to her door and rang the bell.
When she opened the door, we silently looked at each other for a moment, then fell into each
other’s arms and wept. After a long hug and a good cry, we sat down and I let her talk. It was
good medicine for her, even though there was nothing I could do to change her situation.
Driving home, I had a sudden revelation: I didn’t have to say anything! I just had to be there!

IT’S REALLY NOT ABOUT ME

Why is it that we seldom give away our precious gifts? Most of the time, when we are in
conversation with each other, we simply wait for the other person to take a breath so we can
jump in and tell our story. We don’t really listen, we seldom ask for details, but can’t wait to
hear our own voice up-scaling the story we have just heard.
“Well, let me tell you what happened to me!”
Jane and I were visiting a couple in another state. Jane had never met them before. My
friends were pleasant, cooked a great meal and showed us our comfortable rooms. The next
day, after a cordial weekend visit, we drove off. On our drive back, Jane observed quietly,
“Your friends are nice, but they never asked me anything, like about me or my family or how
you and I met. But,” she observed drily, “I know all about their lives.”
She was right. My friends were hospitable, but lived firmly ensconced and isolated in their
own little world. Even if they could read these words now, they would not recognize
themselves. Sadly, the world is filled with self absorbed folks.

GIVING OF OUR TIME ONLY IS LIKE TOSSING A COIN TO A BEGGAR
Giving of our time alone is not enough. We can take a friend to a doctor’s appointment and
chat along the way about the happenings in our own lives, oblivious to the concerns of our
friend’s world. It’s like tossing a coin to a beggar that says, “Be quiet and be grateful for the
ride.”
I have met a few people in my life who give me their unconditional focus and attention when
we visit. They make me feel there is no one else in the world at that moment more important
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than I am. Unfortunately, those special people are a rare breed and I can count them on the
fingers of one hand.
I try to make it a habit to observe my own reactions and ‘listen’ to my own responses when in
company of others. I ask myself:
Who is dominating the conversation?
Is anyone really interested in what I am saying?
Is it important?
Am I giving of my time and attention or merely trying to upstage or dominate
the conversation?
Someone once said, “I never learn anything by listening to myself.” I agree.
Discussion:
1 What are the greatest gifts we can give each other?
2 What is easier: giving of our time or giving of our attention? Why?
3 Which area in your life of giving of your time and attention can you improve on? Explain.
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PREPARATION
PRAYER TRIPLETS:

An exciting way to start a spiritual outreach is prayer. One example is to form a prayer triplet.
What is a prayer triplet? I’m glad you asked. Here’s the key: Three people, coming together at
regular, short intervals for specific prayer will see many life-changing effects, burdens lifted,
fears gone, conditions at work and home improve and faith in a loving, caring God strengthened
and confirmed.
How to start: Find two other Christians who are willing to get together with you for 5-10
minutes at a specific time and location. This can be during a lunch, a coffee break or before or
after work.
Be specific: Each person prays specifically for a planned ministry or outreach. Pray for wisdom,
guidance and open doors. Pray also for specific needs for yourself and your prayer partners.
How to Keep Going: Write down your prayer requests, and keep notes of opportunities that
develop. Update prayer needs are they arise. Stay on target. You will be amazed at the results!
Evaluate: Before you start, set a time for your first effort, for instance three months. After
three months evaluate and discuss results, whether to continue or make changes. If more than
4 or 5 people are added, it may be time to split up in two groups. However, that’s optional.
(click here) The first 50 years.
Discussion:
1 If you are not in a prayer triplet now, would you like to start one?
2 Discuss details – with whom, time, location and length.
3 Set a specific time, like 3 months, then evaluate.
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Session 2
Where are the sick and hurting?
Illness, accidents, church preparation.
Dealing with emergencies.
Benefits of illness.
Frequently asked questions.
Two kingdoms.
What about healing and depression.

My friend, Thelma, came to me with a big smile.
“Guess what?” she announced. “We’re going to have a hospital visitation ministry.” I knew
Thelma headed up a Christian women ministry. I smiled back at her and said,
“That’s great!. What are you going to do?”
“Well,” she began, “we are going to hospitals and minister to the sick. You know, pray with
them and share the Gospel.”
“Thelma,” I cautioned her, “you can’t do that. You can go to a park and feed the pigeons
without anyone’s permission, but you can’t just walk into a hospital and start going door to
door to visit patients.”
She gave me a surprised look and her smile faded. I questioned her further and found she
was on overload on zeal, but on thin ice on practical facts.
“Then, what can we do?” she finally asked.
“Oh,” I assured her, “there’s plenty you can do. Visitors are badly needed. However, they can
be a help or a hindrance, and I’m sure you don’t want to be a hindrance.”
“Of course not,” she exclaimed. “Maybe you should come to our group and explain all that,
and give us some advice?”
Much has changed since Thelma approached me. For one: Patients spend less time in
hospitals, and more in Out Patient clinics. For surgery, they are admitted later and discharged
sooner than years ago. Their hospital stay is much shorter. Home Health Care has expanded,
and includes services like Hospice, Physical Therapy and Visiting Nurses.
Visitors are still needed, and can be of tremendous benefit and encouragement for those who
are sick and hurting. The question is:
Where can they be found and what can we do?
I’m glad you asked. Patients can be found in:

ACUTE HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTERS
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VOLUNTEER:
Become a volunteer at your local hospital. Hours are flexible. Duties vary. There are many
opportunities to interact with patients, visitors and staff.
CHAPLAIN:
Some hospitals have chaplains who offer Volunteer Chaplain’s Training programs. Afterwards,
you will be officially allowed to visit patients. A retired friend of mine, Joe, took this training and
regularly visits local hospitals where he has many opportunities to pray with patients and share
the Gospel.
CANCER WARDS:
Visit cancer wards. Ask staff which patients do not get visitors. At one of my seminars, a
gentleman mentioned he visits the cancer ward at Children’s Hospital. I assumed he visited the
parents but he said, “No, I visit the kids. Many children with terminal cancer do not get visitors.
The parents live far away or, more often, they just can’t take it and simply stay away.” There
was a gasp in the audience when he said that. What a great opportunity, I thought.

AT HOME AFTER AN ILLNESS OR SURGERY
Find out through your church what members are sick, shut-in, or need help. Find out what
help is needed. Besides visiting, the needs may include meals, transport, cleaning, laundry, mail,
pet care, doctor’s visits, and a variety of other activities.

HOME HOSPICE CARE
Call a local Hospice office and train as a volunteer. You will be relieving someone who is caring
full-time for a terminally ill patient, often a spouse or a parent. During this time, this caregiver
can run errands or do shopping or can just get away for some fresh air. You will be alone with a
dying patient. These patients are often conscious and able to carry on a conversation. Your time
with them can be richly blessed with opportunities to meet spiritual needs.

Long Term Facilities
REHAB HOSPITALS, RETIREMENTS HOMES, V.A. AND
CONVALESCENT HOSPITALS
VETERANS HOSPITALS:
Hundreds of patients are pining away in long term facilities. Dr. Harvey Elder, the former Chief
of Epidemiology at the VA hospital in Loma Linda, CA, stated that if every local church would
get involved in visiting our forgotten servicemen, VA hospitals would be empty within a short
period of time.
LONG TERM ELDERCARE:
The elderly or forgotten seniors can be found in convalescent hospitals,
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retirement homes and board and care homes. You can start a weekly Bible study or a Sunday
afternoon worship service. Excellent, free resources for ministering to this forgotten segment of
society are available at www.sonshinesociety.org.

OUT PATIENT CLINICS
“The difference between major and minor surgery,” a friend told me once, “is that everything
that is done to others is minor, but everything that’s done to me is major.”
Many procedures that used to require hospital admission are now done as Out-Patient
procedures. If anyone you know is having an O.P. procedure done, here are some guidelines:
* Insist on given your friend a ride to and from the clinic, even though they say they are fine.
* Many times, a patient for major surgery is admitted just a few hours before the procedure. If
you are dropping off a friend at Out Patient for such a procedure, stay with them till the OR is
ready for them. It is often permissible for friends or relatives to stay in the OR waiting areas till
the patient actually is wheeled into the Operating Room.
* Wait or come back after surgery is completed. The patient may be groggy, and maybe you
don’t have to say or do anything. Just your presence in the room will be of great comfort.

OVERSEAS – MEDICAL MISSIONS
Millions of sick and hurting folks are found in third world countries. A great number of
organizations and churches are involved in medical missions, both short and long-term to help
with medical and spiritual needs. If your church has such a mission, join them on a trip. If you
are not medical, you are still needed, for there are jobs for many other needs. Our organization
has worked with Mercy Ships. A huge ship, the Africa Mercy, makes stops in ports around the
world to minister to the needs of local patients. There are opportunities for long and short
trips. For a virtual tour through the Africa Mercy, and information on medical outreaches and
details, please go to www.mercyships.org.
Discussion:
1 In which of the above areas have you had some experience?
2 Which one would you like to explore further?
3 Do you have any specific plans? If so, explain.
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ILLNESS and ACCIDENTS
Now that we know where to find the sick and hurting,
let’s take a closer look at some specific situations.
BLESSED ARE THE FLEXIBLE…
We always have to allow God to interrupt our schedules, and not resist His interventions for,
‘Blessed are the flexible, for they shall not break.’
The purpose of visiting the sick and hurting is to make
ourselves available to their needs.
And what are those needs?
We have no idea what those needs are, unless … we ask questions.
Accidents and illness never occur at a convenient time. They are always interruptions in the
routine of our daily lives. God uses these as ‘divine appointments’ to get our attention, to
reveal His love and concern during these trying times. Since, as we saw in Psalm 139, God has
carefully planned every day of our lives, even before we were born, He is not surprised by
anything that happens to us, and is always in complete control.
(The word ‘oops’ does not exist in God’s vocabulary.)

CHURCH PREPARATION
PHONE CALLS:
The wife of a young couple who had just arrived from Australia, developed severe abdominal
pain in the middle of a Sunday night, and was taken to our local hospital. They were very
frightened, and desperately needed someone to encourage and pray with them. The husband
called the church that had sponsored them and left a message, begging for someone to come.
The message was forwarded but, since no one was in the office on Monday, no one came. The
next day, someone did come, but the emergency was, thankfully, over and the young wife was
discharged. I spoke with the couple a few days later.
“Being in a new country sponsored by a church is wonderful, but we really needed someone
to encourage us in person through this emergency.”
How prepared is your church in dealing with illness, accident or death? If a phone call is made
to the switchboard at 3am, is there a live person available or just a recorded message? When a
call is made to a local church in my area, at the end of the recorded message, there is some
added information:
“If this is an emergency, please call…” followed by a few phone numbers.
Every church should have such number available 24/7.
DO THE SICK FEEL FREE TO CALL?
Is the congregation encouraged to call the church when an illness, accident or emergency
occurs? I have had patients who are members of a church but it never occurred to them to call
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someone when they are sick. Fortunately, there are many churches that have a visitation team
– volunteers as well as trained staff - who will visit at a moments’ notice.
Church members should always be encouraged to call in an emergency.
SHARING DETAILS
I had a patient once who was admitted for a drug overdose. As I was caring for her, I asked if
she belonged to a church. She said she did.
“Do you want me to call your pastor?” I asked.
Immediately, she answered, “No!” as though that was the last thing in the world she wanted
to do.
Surprised, I probed a little and asked her why. It turned out she was ashamed. No one at her
church knew of her addiction, and she wasn’t about to let her ‘perfect church friends’ know she
was an addict.
She wasn’t an isolated case. Over the years, I had patients with eating disorders, overdoses,
accidents caused by intoxication, unsuccessful suicides, botched abortions, the list goes on.
Many of these patients perceived that only ‘perfect’ people attend church, and that they would
be judged or even expelled if their imperfections and digressions were known. Whether this
idea was wrongfully perceived or, somehow, subtly conveyed from the pulpit, is debatable.
What should be conveyed clearly from the pulpit is the fact that our churches are filled with
imperfect people and when these folks hurt they should feel free to ask for help. Fortunately,
many churches have ministries dealing with these issues. Others have not, and when members
have an ‘unacceptable’ illness, they stay away from church.
FOLLOW UP PLAN
If an accident or other emergency has happened and someone in the church visits the patient,
is there a follow-up plan in place? Has the person who visited asked the right questions about
what the needs are? One of the most useless questions is,
“Call me if there is anything I can do.”
Nobody calls. Nobody wants to ‘bother’ others.
Instead, find out what the needs are, and based on those needs, ask specific questions. For
example:
“Can I pick up your mail? Water your lawn? Walk your dog? Feed your kitty? Take out your
trash? Get you some groceries? Can we get you some meals? What foods do you like?”
There’re also things like housecleaning and laundry. The list goes on. Hardly anyone will call
you and ask for your help with these tasks, yet they need to be done; and a direct, specific
question will often result in a relieved smile and a grateful ‘thank you’.
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Discussion:
1 Does your church have someone available 24/7 for emergencies?
2 Are members of your church encouraged to call the church if they have a medical
emergency?
3 Does your church have a visitation and follow-up team? What do they do?
4 Do you have any suggestions for changes?

DEALING WITH EMERGENCIES
PREPARATION OF THE VISITOR.

Your day began with a rough start. The neighbor’s dog barked all night and you didn’t sleep
well. You hit your elbow in the shower and the water was too hot and scalded your back. Your
toast burned, the coffeemaker didn’t make coffee because you were out of filters. You finally
dressed in a wrinkled shirt and picked up a long list of things to do. It’s a full day for you and
you are late. Now the phone is ringing. It’s the secretary at your church.
“There has been an accident on the freeway and Todd Nelson got hurt. The ambulance is
taking him to the hospital. That’s all I know. I can’t get hold of anyone, everyone has left for
work. Since you are an elder and retired, I thought…”
“I’ll go,” you promise, step in your car, back out your driveway, stop at a light, turn and enter
the busy freeway. You grip the wheel. Now what?
All of us, at one time or another have been or will be in a similar situation.
How do we prepare for what lies ahead? Here are a few quick checkpoints:
* ARE WE RIGHT WITH GOD? Are our channels of communication open? Did we offer a moment of
thanksgiving to God when we got up that morning? Did we have time to pray, read a
devotional, or give our day to God? If not, a quick and brief prayer, right there behind the wheel
in your car, will rectify the situation. A simple ‘Help, Lord!’ will do. God is a very good listener
to short prayers. He now has your full attention.
* IS OUR MIND ON OTHER MATTERS? Yes, of course! You had your whole day planned. What happens
to your list now? Aha! You remember Psalm 139. Who has planned each day of our lives even
before we were born? Oh yes, that’s right. It is You, Lord. OK, here is my day, my schedule. Take
it, please!
* PRAY FOR WISDOM. If we ever needed wisdom, we need it now. You have no idea what you’ll
face when you get to that hospital. “I need You big time, Lord. Please, come through!”
* ABANDON ALL THOUGHTS OF REHEARSING WHAT TO SAY. Yes, here we go again: We don’t know what
to say. ‘I’m glad You are in control, Lord. Please, come with me and show me what to do or say.’
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At the hospital, miraculously, you find a parking spot and find your way to the Emergency
Room.

IN THE E.R.
* At the Information desk a composed and friendly lady greets you.
“Can I help you?”
“Yes, I understand Todd Nelson was brought in by ambulance. I was asked to see his family.”
“Oh yes! They are in the waiting room. It’s around the corner.” She points to a sign.
* You enter a busy room and find Todd’s wife and two of his adult children huddled together.
You see the stress on their faces as you hug and shake hands.
“Is there somewhere quiet we could talk?” you ask.
They nod and lead you to a small chapel or Quiet Room. You sit down and find out what
happened: Todd was rear ended in his pick-up truck. He was unconscious when they brought
him in. The ER staff is still working on him and the doctor has not given any details or reports.
* You keep calm and listen to details, mindful that these dear people are in shock. Their brains
are on temporary stand still. They look the same but they aren’t. They are not listening or
retaining much of anything.
* Now that you know what happened, you ask specific and practical questions.
We’ve already established that you don’t say, “Call me if there is anything I can do.” Believe
me, no one will call you. Instead ask,
“Can I make some phone calls for you?” or
“How about your car insurance? Do they need to be contacted?”
“Do you have pets at home that need care?”
“Kids that need to be called?” Anything practical you can think of. What you are doing is
forcing their numb minds to refocus.
* Ask if you can pray. If permission is given, you pray for God’s peace, His healing and His
guidance.
* Find out if the hospital has a chaplain and if so, report the situation to him for follow-up.
* When you finally return to your car, you call the church and report about your visit, including
the need for follow-up.
* You return home and slump into your easy chair. What a day! Thank God you made it
through.
* The following day you call the church to get an update and see about additional things that
need to be done. This may include mundane things as we mentioned before, like mail pick up,
watering their lawn, laundry, transport, anything that’s needed.

OTHER EMERGENCIES
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There are other emergencies that do not come through your church. One Sunday, I briefly
spoke to the pastor of a large church after the service.
“You look terrible,” I mentioned. “Are you all right?”
“It’s been a rough week,” he admitted. “Do you recall that accident on the freeway in Irvine?
It was on the news?”
“No, I don’t believe I did,” I admitted.
“There was this woman who had fled from her home in the Midwest with her three children.
She was married to an abusive husband. He had threatened her that if she left him, he would
come after her and kill her and the kids. She came anyway, and he did come after her, found
her in a motel and shot everyone, including himself.”
I gasped!
“Luckily,” my pastor friend continued, “he missed his wife and one of the children, but one
child was killed and the other badly injured. He also killed himself. When I heard that news, I
felt pulled to the hospital where they said the ambulance had taken them. There, they told me
where to find the Mom. And when I entered the room,” the pastor looked at me sadly, “guess
what I saw? She was there all alone with the injured child. There was no one with her.”
“What did you do?” I asked.
“I just sat down next to her and said nothing. After a while she looked up, I told her I was a
pastor and she began to cry. I let her sob for a long time. Then we spoke. I helped her with
funeral arrangements for the child, and conducted the service. Then I called her relatives and
friends from the Midwest. After the funeral, several family members had arrived, and took care
of her.”
“I see why you had a busy week,” I commented.
“It’s important that we listen to these news stories,” my friend stressed. “When accidents
happen to people who do not live here – visitors or tourists – they are alone till help arrives.
That’s when local people can help.”
Discussion
1 Have you been called to medical emergencies? How did it go?
2 Are you willing to go when called upon?
3 How would you prepare for such an event?

BENEFITS OF ILLNESS
“Before I was afflicted, I went astray,” King David proclaimed, “but now I obey Your word.”
(Psalm 119:67) And in case we didn’t get it, he repeats, “It was good for me to be afflicted, so
that I might learn Your decrees.” (Psalm 119:71)

A TIME TO SLOW DOWN:

When we are sick, either from a cold, the flu or a major medical condition, we do need to
slow down. Sometimes we forget to take a break in our hectic schedule, until we are forced by
an illness to shift into a lower gear or come to a complete stop.
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A TIME TO EVALUATE PRIORITIES:
We tend to push our priorities to our peripheral vision, while we forge forward to accomplish
important goals. We often spend our time on mundane things or pleasures, while neglecting
others. We lose track of what is really important: our spouse, our children, relatives and friends.
“My illness was a blessing,” I heard someone say recently. “I had to take stock of my life, and
realized I was neglecting the most important things.”

A TIME TO LOOK AT GOD:

Yes, God loves us unconditionally, but He also likes to have our time and attention. There they
are again! Those twin gifts. It works both ways. When we are forced to slow down, our ‘hearing’
improves and God’s presence becomes more tangible. He whispers in our silence as we cry out
to Him in prayer. When all goes well it’s easy to have great faith, but when things go awry, we
run back like scared little kids. We need to hear a word from God. I love what Isaiah says in
50:4, “The Lord has given me the tongue of the learned, that I should know how to speak a word
in season to him who is weary. He wakens me morning by morning, he wakens mine ear to hear
like the learned.” His voice is always there – we have to be still and quiet to hear it. Sometimes
that only happens when we are sick.

ILLNESS AFFECTS OTHERS:

When I was home with a back injury for three months, my relatives, friends and neighbors all
got into action. In addition, there were doctors, physical therapists and needed medical
supplies. I had to be bathed and fed. There were house chores, bills to be paid and a list of
other things which required a small army of volunteers to accomplish. It amazed me how many
lives were affected by my illness which wasn’t even life-threatening.
Discussion
1 Have you ever thought of the benefits of an illness?
2 Name some benefits.
3 Which of the benefits mentioned here are the most important to you? Why?

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
“Why me? What have I done to deserve this? “
“Why my child or my spouse, he/she is such a good person.”
Does God punish us with illness? The answer is a huge NO!
How do we know this?
Simple: If God punishes us with illness, we would all be sick, wouldn’t’ we? Yet we aren’t.

THEN WHY DO PEOPLE GET SICK?

That’s a fair enough question. There are some answers. For instance,
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CAN GUILT, ANGER OR UNFORGIVENESS MAKE US SICK?
Dr. Harvey Elder had a young woman as a patient. She had asthma and was admitted regularly
to the hospital with a severe asthma attack. After stabilizing her, she would be discharged until
the next attack.
One day, just before her discharge, Dr. Elder made his rounds and prayed God would give him
a special word to give her. He wanted to give her spiritual care but didn’t know how to proceed.
As he visited with her, nothing came to mind, and he feared he had nothing to say to his
patient. Desperate, he shot up an SOS prayer, “Help me, Lord!”
Suddenly, out of his mouth came a strange question. “Mary, why do you have asthma?”
He felt utterly foolish, but to his surprise, Mary answered right away.
“I have asthma because God is punishing me.”
“Really? Why do you think that?” he asked, utterly surprised by her answer.
“God is punishing me, because as a teenager I had an abortion,” came the answer.
Here was the opening Dr. Elder had been praying for.
“That was the wrong thing to do,” he began, “but the God I know is a God Who forgives.”
He read her some scriptures about confessing and forgiving and about Jesus dying on the
cross for her. Mary listened, confessed her sin, asked for forgiveness and invited Jesus into her
life. She was discharged and never came back. Her asthma was cured.
Does this mean every person with asthma has a guilt complex? No, of course not. But in this
case, Mary clearly felt guilty. What made her well was the Gospel. The Good News.

CAN OUR LIFESTYLE MAKE US SICK?
That’s an easy one. The answer is yes!
What kinds of lifestyle can make us sick? Well, how about substance abuse, promiscuity, bad
eating habits, stress, --- fill in the blanks.
What’s the cure for these illnesses? That’s easy, too:
A change in life style.
Now that may be easier said than done, but the cause and the cure of these conditions are
known and can be treated.

THEN WHY, YOU MAY ASK, DO OTHER PEOPLE GET SICK?
The Bible has an answer for this question, too. It is found in Deuteronomy 29:29 which states:
“The secret things belong unto the Lord but the ones He has revealed belong to us and our
children forever.”
Yes, God has secrets.
The Creator of the universe, Who knows and made us, down to our DNA, has secrets. There
are things in life we simply have to trust Him with. He’s not going to give us an answer. When
Job in all his misery and suffering questioned God, Job did get God to answer, but not what he
asked for.
“Where were you?” God began, “when I created the universe and hung the stars in place.”
God asked Job about 60 questions, one after the other. Finally, Job hung his head and
admitted he had no business questioning God. Eventually, God restored Job and doubled his
family and possessions but He did not answer his question as to why he suffered.
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So we know God has secrets.
But, Deuteronomy 29:29 continues, God also has revealed things and those belong to us and
our children forever.
What is it then that God has revealed?
The answer is: A lot!
For starters: Eternal life. Forgiveness and peace. Unconditional love, guidance and, back to
Psalm 139, every day of our lives was scheduled even before we were born. God gives us a
future and a hope. The list is long. It is up to us to find what God has revealed; revealed to us as
individuals, as well as to the whole human race. That’s why God left His Word, the Bible, for us
to read and meditate on.

TWO KINGDOMS
What else has God revealed?
“For He rescued us,” Paul writes to the Ephesians church, “from the dominion (kingdom) of
darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son He loves, in whom we have redemption,
the forgiveness of sin.” (Colossians 1:13)
God has revealed that we live in two kingdoms: the Kingdom of life and the kingdom of
darkness. The kingdom of darkness is a kingdom controlled by the prince of this earth. This
prince was kicked out of heaven and banished to earth, when he wanted to be in control. The
former prince kept saying, “I will.., I will…, I will…!” It was his downfall. (See Isaiah 12). Since
we also live in this kingdom we, too, have a constant need to be in control.
On the other hand, Jesus, (God) came to rescue us from this darkness.
He said, “Not mine but Thy will be done.” Just the opposite of the prince of this earth.
Then He died - for us - so He could carry the sin of our fallen nature and rescue us.
At Jesus trial, before His crucifixion, it appeared that Pilate was in charge and Jesus the
prisoner. We see two opposing kingdoms. We know now that from God’s perspective, it was
quite the opposite: Pilate was a weakling and a deceiver, a pawn of the prince of this world. In
the end it became evident that Jesus was in charge, and won the battle. Do you see the clear
example of two opposing kingdoms?
As long as we live on this earth, we will be surrounded and influenced by a kingdom of self, a
kingdom that wants to be in control. But, because of Jesus’ death on the cross, we can now
enter into His kingdom of light and life, not only after we die and go to heaven, but here on this
earth as well. Now we have an Advocate who is also a Divine Intercessor and a Comforter. He
will be with us always and never leave us. Now the battle belongs to the Lord – and He is on
our side.
Knowing this, a natural question would be: “Then what is the purpose of our life?”
Is it to be healthy, wealthy and wise? The pursuit of happiness as our constitution proclaims?
It took me a while to wrap my mind around an answer to this question; an answer that would
make some sense out of the suffering, the evil, the wars, the perversion of this world. I finally
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found it in Romans 8:29. It put things in perspective although, like Job, it didn’t answer my basic
questions about suffering.
Paul simply states that God’s goal for him, and for us, is to be ‘conformed to the image of His
Son.’ If everything that happens in our lives is geared towards this end, then that becomes our
main purpose in life and we can begin to see things from God’s perspective.

RECOMMENDED READING
Bible: Gospel of John, Book to the Romans, and the last chapters of Job.
Also, ‘The Jesus Style’, by Gayle Erwin (www.servant.org)
Discussion:
1 Can you think of some lifestyle-induced illness not mentioned in this chapter? Explain.
2 Do you trust God enough to not explain some things to you?
3 What other scriptures do you know that explain the two kingdoms on earth?

WHAT ABOUT HEALING
SUMMARY:

So far, we have laid a foundation when we venture out to give compassionate care to the sick
and hurting. The stronger the foundation, the more efficient we function. However, as we have
seen in this chapter, there are basic flaws in all of humanity. When it comes to spiritual values
and our own faith, we all have our own convictions ‘boxed in’ a certain way. And as life goes on,
sometimes the boundaries of our boxes need to be changed, adjusted or updated.

ERROR AND TRUTH

When I surrendered my life to Christ and gave Him control, I had previously been involved in
many other religious and spiritual movements. I had read extensively what other ‘enlightened’
writers penned down as not just their personal beliefs, but as universal truths. One of these
teachings involved the doctrine of reincarnation. I was convinced this was a valid teaching.
Shortly after my conversion (which took place in my home without others present), I attended
a Christian meeting where the speaker, in passing, mentioned the unbiblical teaching of
reincarnation. I didn’t interrupt him to set him straight, but back home, I prayed and asked the
Lord, “What about reincarnation?”
The answer that popped into my mind surprised me,
“Never mind, my child. Just put that on the backburner for now.”
I did and my life as a Christian rapidly expanded as I devoured Scripture, listened to mature
Bible teachers and inspired sermons at my church, and joined a Bible study.
Several years later, I happened to be in the same home where that itinerant teacher had
mentioned reincarnation. I remembered his statement and suddenly, a light went on.
“How could I ever have believed that?” I wondered. I realized that when I asked God that
question, I was too young in my faith, and too ignorant of God’s Word to understand. I had to
unlearn a lot of unbiblical teachings I had saturated myself with for so many years.
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New believers don’t have it all together yet. In fact, many old believers don’t either. There is
always more to learn. It’s part of life that, as we grow and understand God’s word, old things
are tossed out and replaced by new ones. The foundation, however, never changes: Jesus is
God and He died for our sins and rose from the dead so we can be reconciled to Him, and live
with Him for all eternity. Interestingly enough, all my previous ‘enlightenment’ teachings never
mentioned this foundation.
Why not?
Good question. We’re back to the two kingdoms of this world. The system of this world does
not admit we are sinners and in need of a Savior. After all, it’s the kingdom of self and control.
This brings us to the often asked question:

DOES GOD HEAL THROUGH PRAYER ALONE?

When I ask my audience that question, many give me a blank stare, or hesitate, or shake their
heads.
“Do you pray for the sick?” is my next question.
Many nod, “Yes.”
“Do you believe God heals through prayer alone?”
Silence. Some venture, “Sometimes.” Others are quick to declare, “Yes!” but opinions vary.
This brings me to another story - a true story. A man, devoted to his church, held a high
position in the hierarchy of his denomination. Their teaching included that God does not heal
today. He firmly agreed.
Then his wife gave birth to a baby boy. He was healthy except for one thing: the baby was born
with severe clubfeet. His little feet were twisted inward and upwards. The parents were
devastated.
One evening, the man knelt by his baby’s crib and prayed.
“O God,” he sobbed, “if our church is wrong, and You do heal today as you did in Biblical times,
please heal this little one You gave us.” Heavyhearted, he went to bed.
The next morning, he looked into his son’s crib. To his amazement the baby’s ankles had
straightened and looked perfectly normal! Elated, he took the baby to the doctor, who
confirmed there was nothing wrong with the little guy!
Then he took his son to his church where he had asked the elders and pastors to meet him.
They had seen the baby after birth. Now, when they saw the baby healed, they faced a
dilemma. They either had to admit they had been wrong in their teaching about divine healing
or…? Sadly, the notion they had been wrong was simply unacceptable, but the miracle was
undeniable. How could they save face?
“Well,” they finally announced to the happy father, “we can see your baby is healed. But since
we know God does not heal today, there is only one explanation and that is that Satan healed
your child.” With that they kicked him out of his own church! (Charles Thrombley, ‘Kicked Out
Of The Kingdom’)
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I am writing this to stress that God is God, and He can do anything, anytime. He does not owe
us an explanation. Hence, our ‘belief system box’ better have pliable covers that can be
adapted. As we go back to our question,
*
*
*
*

Does God Heal Through Prayer Alone? The answer is Yes.
Does God use doctors and healthy living to get us well? Again, Yes.
Are all people healed? No.
Why not? Back we go to Deuteronomy 29:29 – God has secrets. We simply don’t know.

DO CHRISTIANS GET SICK?

Yes! There are churches who believe that when folks get sick, they either harbor unconfessed
sin, or need to pray and read their Bible more. The patients who have done all that, and are still
sick are now laden with guilt. Instead of compassionate care, they receive condemnation. Even
though confession, prayer and Bible study are vital to our spiritual growth, Christians do get sick
and instead of feeling condemned and guilty they need our compassion.

WHAT IS THE GREATEST HEALING OF ALL?
Most of you know or have heard of Joni Eareckson-Tada, the 17-year-old who broke her neck
in a diving accident and became a quadriplegic. That was some forty years ago. Eventually, she
became a writer, international speaker, a phenomenal painter with a brush in her teeth and is
happily married to her husband, Ken. She also has a world-wide ministry to disabled people. In
1980, Joni spoke at our National Conference in San Diego, and years later, at one of our
international conferences in Exeter, England.
Someone gave me a devotional book Joni wrote, ‘Holiness in Hidden Places’. She remembered
her frantic prayers after her accident when she just could not accept the fact she had lost the
use of her entire body. She asked God over and over again to please heal her.
God, Joni wrote many years later, answered that prayer. His answer was NO. In her book, Joni
writes, “And I’m glad. Why? A ‘no’ answer has purged sin from my life, strengthened my
commitment to Christ, and forced me to depend on grace. It has bound me with other
believers, produced discernment, disciplined my mind and taught me to spend my time wisely.
It has stretched my hope, increased my faith, and strengthened my character.
So what is the greatest healing of all? Joni found it. It is spiritual for it results in peace and
peace results in all the other attributes Joni described above.

WHAT ABOUT DEPRESSION?
Can a Christian be depressed? Yes, indeed. There are some churches though, who think
differently. I was honored to meet the legendary Corrie ten Boom after she retired in a town
near me. Then, after a stroke, she was paralyzed and unable to speak. After five long years, she
passed away. All this time, her companion, Pam, helped care for her and the busy household.
After Corrie’s death, Pam wrote a book about those ‘silent’ years of Corrie ten Boom and, as a
result, traveled across the nation on book signing and speaking tours. During a visit to Dallas,
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Pam met her future husband. They were married in California. I was honored to be a guest and
also met Joni Eareckson again. Pam settled down in Dallas where she created a Corrie ten Boom
museum. She also became involved in a prayer ministry at a large church.
Several years went by and Pam noticed she was becoming more and more tired. Eventually,
her paralyzing fatigue never seemed to leave her. A friend suggested she may be depressed.
Pam balked. She was a Christian and Christians, she was taught, do not get depressed.
However, her symptoms became worse, and eventually she did consult a physician. After
taking a thorough history and lab tests, he diagnosed Pam with clinical depression. Pam was
shocked. Her doctor prescribed medication, exercises, a special diet and a less hectic schedule.
In time, Pam’s depression was cured, and after adjusting her faith parameters, wrote a book
about her journey with depression. She traveled again and shared her new-found knowledge
about depression. However, when several churches discovered Pam had seen a physician and
taken medication for her depression, they cancelled her speaking engagement. It seemed to
interfere with their teaching that Christians do not get depressed. Prayer and reading the Bible
should have been the only cure, they taught. To them, accepting clinical depression as a
medical condition that could be helped with medication and counseling, was unacceptable.
I must say here, that much has changed and many churches now have recognized that
Christians can indeed be clinically depressed. Also new are the so-called Recovery Ministries, of
which more in a later chapter.
Recommended Resource: Healing For Damaged Emotions’ by David A. Seamands.
To reiterate: So far we have discussed that compassion consists of giving our time and
attention to others. It means listening, and making someone feel special. Compassionate Care
never argues or criticizes. We may encounter people in our lives with a different belief system
or another cultural background. Some folks we meet may proclaim to be atheists or agnostics.
Compassionate care cares and, like love, is ‘patient and kind, does not envy, does not boast, is
not proud. It is not rude or self seeking, not easily angered. It keeps no record of wrongs, does
not delight in evil but rejoices in the truth. It always protects, trusts, hopes, and perseveres. Love
never fails. (1 Corinthians 13:4-7).
Discussion:
1 When you pray for the sick, do you expect an answer? Please, explain.
2 What are your feelings about depression?
3 What part, if any, of 1 Corinthians 13, quoted above, do you find difficult to live by?
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Session 3
Visiting the sick.
Ministering to friends and relatives.
When to pray
When not to pray
Our lives speak volumes.

VISITING THE SICK – PRACTICAL TIPS
MAKE SURE YOU GO TO THE RIGHT HOSPITAL.
If there is more than one hospital in your area, make sure you go to the right one. It is no
longer possible to call a hospital and ask if a certain patient is admitted there. If in doubt, call
the patients’ relatives, a friend or neighbor, or call your church.

WHEN YOU GET TO THE FLOOR:

Ask a nurse, or a person at the nurse’s desk, if it is convenient for the patient to have a visitor
right now. It’s possible the patient is having tests done, the doctor is visiting or the patient had
a lot of visitors already.
I remember a pastor who came to visit a member of his flock one afternoon. I had just given
the patient a shot for pain. I intercepted the pastor in the hall and mentioned this was not a
good time to visit. He wasn’t happy with me, and mentioned his heavy schedule and the
distance he had to travel to get to the hospital. Whose needs are being met here? I wondered.
Obviously, his needs, at that time, were more important than the patient’s. I knew he had made
a sacrifice to come all this way, but I stood my ground and suggested he write her a note which
I would give her after she woke up.
Visitors can be a help or a hindrance and timing is of importance.

WHEN VISITING:
Don’t be in a rush. At least do not appear to be in a rush. Your visit may be short, yet
meaningful. If you remain standing and keep an eye on your watch or let your cell phone
interfere with your visit, it would be better for the patient not to visit at all. So please, turn off
your cell phone and beeper. If you are expecting important calls tell your callers in advance you
will not be available. Better to have ten minutes of uninterrupted time and attention to the
patient you visit, than being interrupted by cell phone calls.
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If the patient is resting or doesn’t seem to want to talk, just sit down. I’ve been in many
hospitals, both as a nurse and as a patient, and know how comforting it can be to just have a
visitor sitting next to your bed, quietly reading. You don’t have to say anything, but you know
you are not alone. During my last hospital stay, the husband of my roommate came in and
brought a book to read to his wife. He asked my permission to do so, and I enjoyed him reading
a beautiful and well written book that was both entertaining and interesting. It made the time
pass pleasantly.
If the patient is eating, be sure you do not interrupt the meal. Often, a patient feels obligated
to talk when they have a visitor, and neglect their meal. This is a good time for you to talk and
not ask questions, so they can eat.

SIT DOWN WHERE THE PATIENT CAN EASILY SEE YOU.
There was one long hall in the hospital where I worked. The afternoon sun streamed through
the large windows of each room located in that hall. There were curtains at the windows but
they were not always drawn. One day, I entered a room to see a visitor seated in a chair by the
window. The blinding sun light was behind him and the poor patient squinted in his direction,
blinded by the light. I quietly closed the drapes and the problem was solved. It was a problem
the visitor was unaware of. It never occurred to him to move the chair or close the drapes.
Recently, I went to visit a friend of mine in a Rehab hospital. The roommate of my friend had
a neck brace on. He was in bed, flat on his back and could only look up. One of his visitors was
sitting by the foot of his bed. They had a rather disconnected conversation with the patient
staring at the ceiling and the visitor staring at the wall. I walked over to this man’s bed, bent my
face down to his face and said, “Hi!” He smiled and said “Hi” to me. Then I motioned to his
visitor to do the same. Awkwardly, he did and when they were almost nose to nose, they
started their visit over again.

DON’T SIT ON THE BED.

Doctors often sit on a patient’s bed. That’s not a problem, for they know where the tubes and
drains are. Visitors don’t. Underneath the blankets there may be drains, catheters, or other
devices you don’t see. If there is no chair, find one in another room.

IF THE TV IS ON, ASK PERMISSION TO TURN IT OFF.
TV’s are often left on for most of the day. When you come to visit, you hope for some quiet,
uninterrupted time to find out what the patient’s needs are that you can help with. It’s better
to concentrate without a TV set on, even with the sound off. If you feel your visit is not
welcome and not timed right, better come back another time. The patient’s needs and
circumstances are always more important than yours.

GOOD AND BAD QUESTIONS:
A bad question to ask a patient you are visiting is, “How are you?” It immediately puts the
ball in their court and now they have an obligation to answer you. Perhaps they have been
asked and answered this same question a dozen times that day already. It’s better to say
something like,
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“It’s good to see you,” as a greeting and then leave it up to the patient where the
conversation is going.
If you sense the patient is tired and talking too much, make your visit short, or allow the
patient to take a nap while you read or get a cup of coffee in the cafeteria.
I visited a friend of mine on an oncology floor last year, and brought some yarn and a crochet
hook. While the patient’s nurse was cleaning her dressing and straightening the bed, I
crocheted her a bright red beanie cap, which she wore with a smile by the time I left.
Remember the question,
“If there is anything you need, just call or let me know?” Again, don’t ever say that again. I
can assure you that no one will call. Instead, be specific and ask about things like, laundry, bills,
ride for kids to school, cleaning, meals for family, pet care - the list goes on.
If the lawn needs to be mowed, no patient is going to call you, but if you ask if you or your
neighbor can mow the lawn, they will often smile and nod.
My friend, Carla, was a Christian, and happily married to Bram, whose mind was locked
around the theory that all churches were full of hypocrites, and all they were after was your
money. Case closed. He did, however, allow his wife to go to church. One day, Bram had a heart
attack and landed in ICU in critical condition. He pulled through and was recovering when he
learned that his medical insurance was not going to cover his hospital bills. He had recently
changed companies and they both refused to pay. He was frantic.
His wife saw the stress he was going through, and asked a lawyer she knew from her church if
he could help. The lawyer came and asked Bram a lot of questions. He did not bring a Bible or
quote scripture or even pray with Bram. He just went to bat for him and as a result, one of
Bram’s insurance companies paid all his bills. The lawyer didn’t charge Bram a dime.
When Bram came home, his theory about churches was blown out of the water. Nobody from
his wife’s church wanted his money, and the lawyer was not a hypocrite. As a result, he started
to go to church with his wife. Eventually, he went forward and gave his life to the Lord. Then he
wanted to be baptized, sealing his decision as a public statement. His ecstatic wife wanted to be
baptized again, this time with her husband. As they both came up from the water, Bram’s face
glowed! Someone snapped a picture that still graces their mantel.

TIMING AND NUMBERS:
When you visit someone who is ill, do not stay too long or bring too many visitors. In some
cultures, entire families camp in a patient’s rooms. I have walked into rooms where so many
people hovered around the bed, that the patient was all but invisible. If you enter a sick room
for a visit and that room is already crowded, come back another time. Before you bring other
people, call and ask permission.

FLOWERS AND CARDS:
It’s nice to bring flowers to brighten a patient’s room. If you do, always bring flowers in a vase.
Hospital floors are busy places, and vases are usually not available. Before bringing flowers,
consider the following:
* How many flowers have others brought already? It’s possible to have too many floral
arrangements and no place to put them. They may also stifle the air in the room.
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* Is there space available for flowers? Some rooms are filled with medical equipment.
* Are flowers allowed? Sometimes flowers are not allowed because of allergies, reverse
isolation or other medical conditions. Most oncology floors do not permit real flowers in
patient’s rooms, only artificial flowers are allowed.
Cards are nice, but they need space to be displayed somewhere, and after a patient is
discharged they usually end up in a bundle which eventually is disposed of. Instead, why not
bring a devotional booklet with short, easy to read stories? They will not be thrown away.
Discussion:
1 Name several things to think about when visiting someone in a hospital.
2 Could you apply some of the things mentioned that may help you visit the sick?
Please, explain.
3 What are some no-no’s when visiting the sick?
4 What did you learn in this chapter?

MINISTERING TO FRIENDS AND RELATIVES
There are times when a patient is unable to have visitors. He may be undergoing tests or
treatments, a doctor may be visiting, he may be in physical therapy, be in isolation or too sick
for visitors. During those times the patient’s family and friends are often huddled together in
waiting areas.
When I was on-call in the Recovery Room at our local hospital, one weekend day I was
recovering a patient after an emergency surgery. An orderly was mopping the O.R. floor. He
was humming a song I recognized as a worship song. After my patient was awake, stable and
returned to his room, I chatted with that orderly. His long, blond hair was in a pony tail under
his green OR cap. Bill looked like a surfer.
“Are you a Christian, Bill?” I asked.
He smiled and said, “Yes, are you?” I said I was. Bill told me he was going to Bible school. Then
he leaned over on his mop and asked,
“Do you know where I spend my breaks?” I didn’t.
“In the ICU waiting room,” he said.
Surprised, I asked him why.
“I have been able to minister to more people in that room than anywhere else. They are all
afraid and under stress and very open to hearing about God. I pray with them, and often lead
them to Christ.”
Amazed, I said, “Why Bill, I’ve never thought about that. What a great idea!”
Bill taught me something that day and now I’m passing it on to you!
Idea: Wouldn’t it be great if all of us could take one hour a week, and go and sit in a waiting
area at a hospital? There are waiting areas for ICU, CCU, OR, ER and other places. Find a room
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where visitors are huddled watching the ticking clock, and give them a smile, be a friend, an
encourager, a compassionate listener. Who knows what will come of such visits? Pray before
each visit.
Discussion:
1 Would you ever consider spending time in a hospital waiting room?
2 Can you think of other places where needy people are?

WHEN TO PRAY
Praying out loud with someone may be a daunting and frightening experience for some of
you. If you are among those, please do not force yourself to do something you are not
comfortable with. Ask God to help you in this area.
Years ago, as a new Christian, I was petrified that someone would ask me to pray out loud for
anything. However, I was open to learn. One day, a bunch of friends and I went out for lunch
after church. When the waitress had served us, someone casually asked,
“Aubrey, would you ask for the blessing?” For a moment I froze, then bowed my head and
mumbled a few words. No one laughed. I breathed a sigh of relief. There, I had done it! After
this first scary incident, praying out loud became easier. Today, it’s a joy and privilege to pray
out loud with and for others.

ASK PERMISSION:

Always ask permission before praying with anyone. We never want to force anything on
people, especially those who are sick in bed and a captive audience.

ASK WHAT TO PRAY FOR:

I was caring for a young woman who had recently been diagnosed with advanced cancer. We
talked about God and faith. When I finished my care for her, I asked if she wanted some prayer.
She nodded. Then, out of the blue, I asked her what she wanted me to pray for. I had assumed
she wanted prayer for healing, but I felt compelled to ask her anyway. To my utter surprise, she
said:
“I have a sister on the East coast I have not spoken to in ten years. I want our relationship
restored.” That’s what we prayed for. She cried.
I would never have known if I hadn’t asked.

ASSURE THE PATIENT YOU WILL BE PRAYING:

My nurse friend, Amy, worked at a large hospital in the Midwest. One day, she was preparing
a middle-aged man for open heart surgery. During her time with him they chatted and she
inquired about his faith. He made it clear he had none, nor was he interested in the subject. She
dropped it and finished her procedures, but when she left the room, she turned to him and
smiled,
“I want you to know John, I am going to pray for you.”
The next day she was off, the following day she was assigned to another floor. A week later,
she received a phone call from a nurse saying that John wanted to see her. Surprised, she went
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to his floor, and as she entered his room she saw he was dressed and ready to go home. His
wife was with him.
“Hello John,” she said. “You look well. What can I do for you?”
John gave her an intense sort of a look.
“Amy,” he began, “this may sound strange and I have no explanation for it, but I have to tell
you something. When I was in surgery, there was a moment they almost lost me. Don’t ask me
how I knew – I have no idea. But I did know and realized if I would die, I would have to face
God. A God I had not believed in a God I didn’t know anything about. I was petrified, and for the
first time in my life I prayed. Over and over again, I begged God, ‘Please don’t take me yet,
remember my nurse is praying for me. Remember, my nurse is praying for me!”
Amy was speechless.
John continued, “God heard that prayer and brought me through. Now,” he begged, “please
tell me what I have to do to get right with God.”
That day Amy led both John and his wife into a living relationship with Him. There was
rejoicing in heaven. And it all began when Amy promised to pray for her patient.
Discussion:
1 Are you comfortable praying out loud?
2 Do you need a prayer book to pray or can you pray from your heart?

WHEN NOT TO PRAY
WHEN PERMISSION IS DENIED:
Even though in Amy’s case she told her patient she would pray for him anyway, there are
situations when even this is not acceptable. Yes, you can pray at home in your own time, but if
it offends the patient, you keep these thoughts to yourself. In my long nursing career, I have
not come across many patients who refuse prayer, especially before surgery. However, there
have been a few. Some stated that their pastor or priest had already prayed for them. That
settled the matter.

WHEN PATIENT SEEMS UNCOMFORTABLE:
When I worked in the Recovery Room where patients woke up after surgery, I tried to see
each one before surgery. I would introduce myself, asked where the surgeon could find family
members after surgery and how long the patient would be in recovery.
“When you see me again,” I’d smile, “your surgery will be over.”
That always seemed a relief. Then I would casually remark:
“I want you to know that we pray for all our patients.”
Depending on the response, I would ask,
“Do you want some prayer right now?”
Some patients seemed surprised, others eagerly accepted. No one said: no. Then I would
lightly touch my patient’s hand or shoulder, close my eyes and briefly pray that the surgery
would go well, and recovery fast and uncomplicated. When I said, ‘Amen’, I usually left the
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room. Many times there would be tears in the patient’s eyes, and I wondered if this was the
first time anyone had ever prayed for this individual. Afterwards, I would visit again and there
were opportunities to continue our conversation.
One day, I visited a man scheduled for a routine surgical procedure. I went through my
routine and at the end asked if he wanted prayer. He looked uncomfortable, was shifting his
weight in bed. I took it he was more concerned about his surgery than he let on. He did give me
permission to pray so I did pray. As soon as I said ‘Amen’, he bolted out of bed into the
bathroom.
I didn’t know what to think about that. Was he emotional? Angry? What did I do? What did I
say that got him so upset?
When I left the room, with the bathroom door still firmly closed, his nurse walked in. I told her
about her patient’s sprint into the bathroom. She smiled,
“Oh, that’s OK,” she said. “I just gave him an enema!”
That day I learned not to pray with patients who seem uncomfortable.

OUR LIVES SPEAK VOLUMES
BEHAVIOR:

People ‘read’ us. They observe our character, integrity, behavior, trustworthiness, honesty.
After these attributes are noticed, our words may be taken seriously. We have to earn the ear
of our unbelieving friends by the way we live our lives.
On our staff at a local hospital, we had two Christian doctors and a Christian nurse. No one
liked them and it had nothing to do with their faith. One doctor was rude and greedy, the other
always in a rush. Nothing was wrong with their faith, everything was wrong with their behavior.
The Christian nurse I worked with was often debating Christianity and the Bible with the
doctors she worked with. She was an angry believer. I tried to stay out of these debates, but
one day she challenged me for staying on the sidelines of her tirades, and even accused me of
being two-faced for not speaking out and backing her up. Eventually, she moved away. Her faith
was not the problem, her behavior and attitude was.
Once, a bumper sticker got me into trouble. I was circling at a busy airport trying to find a
parking spot. I finally saw a car leave the curb and slid in. When I walked into the terminal to
meet a friend, an angry lady was yelling something among the crowd. A man, who looked like
her son, was carrying her luggage. While moving in a tight pack into the terminal, still yelling,
she turned to me and continued her tirade. I finally said,
“Are you talking to me?”
She was, and boy, was she angry. Getting into my face, she continued “ … and you call
yourself a Christian?“
Now I was confused and, still walking along in the bustling crowd, heard her son murmur, “O,
Mother, just forget it!”
I turned to the son, “What is your mother talking about?”
He shrugged as though it was not a big deal. Then he said,
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“She thought you cut us off while we were waiting for that parking space.”
“I didn’t see you!” I told the irate woman. “I’m sorry – I really didn’t see you.” They
disappeared. Why had she called my Christianity in question? She didn’t even know me! Then I
remembered my bumper sticker that simply said Hospital Christian Fellowship.
Yes, even our driving habits are observed – especially if our car has a Christian symbol.
Before we discuss spiritual care in our next chapter, let’s remember that our actions speak
louder than words. Even though it is true that ‘all have come short of the glory of God’ and that
none of us is perfect, with the help of the Holy Spirit we can change negative behavior so that,
when we do share the love of God, people won’t be offended by what we do.
After all, we are called to be the light of the world, so that God can reveal the radiance of His
glory through our lives.
Discussion:
1 Are you aware of any attitudes in your own life that may be a stumbling block to others?
Be specific.
2 Are you punctual and honest in every area of your daily life?
3 How do you react if someone - rightly or wrongly - accuses or criticizes you?
4 Do you readily admit when you are wrong?
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Session 4
Seize the Moment
SEIZE THE MOMENT

In our next session we will discuss various ways of how we can give spiritual care, not only to
the sick and hurting, but also to each other. There are spiritual laws and Biblical principles we
all have to learn and be familiar with.
This week, we’ll hear from a nurse, Georgia Cohen, from Pittsburgh, PA about her desire and
journey how to give spiritual care. This video was taped at a National HCF Conference in
Tupelo, MS at the North Mississippi Medical Center. (Just before Georgia’s presentation there was a
brief blackout in the auditorium.)

Click here to view: https://youtu.be/6QRNuRl-RZo

‘Seize the Moment’ by Georgia Cohen RN
Discussion:
1 What was the first lesson Georgia had to learn before she could pray with her patients?
2 In the story of the cod and the catfish, what was it that kept the cod fresh? Elaborate please.
3 Discuss some of the things Georgia had to learn.
4 What would be your greatest obstacle or fear in ‘seizing the moment’?
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Session 5
Spiritual Care
Spiritual Care Questions
When and How to use Scripture

SPIRITUAL CARE
Never assume the person you want to share the Gospel with is a Christian, even if that person
is a member of your church or says he/she is a believer. When I was 35 years old, I was very
‘religious’ and had read and investigated a lot of world religions. If someone in those days had
asked me if I was a Christian, I would have said, ‘yes’. The truth was, I didn’t know much about
the Bible, and had never made a commitment to God.
So, as we start this chapter on giving spiritual care or sharing the Gospel, let’s go over the
basics first.

FACT: GOD LOVES US.

For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whomsoever believes in
Him will not perish but have everlasting life. (John 3:16). God’s love, as opposed to ours, is
unconditional. Nothing bad or nasty or wrong we do will ever diminish His love, for it is
unconditional. By the same token, nothing good or great we accomplish can increase His love
for it is already 100%.

FACT: WE BLEW IT.

For we like sheep have gone astray, we have gone everyone his own way… (Isaiah 53:6a)

FACT: GOD WANTS US BACK.
He does, but there’s a problem: He is perfect and we are not.
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FACT: HE PROVIDED A WAY.

… He has laid on Him the iniquities of us all. (Isaiah 53:6b)
(John 14:6 and Matthew 7:14). By His death on the Cross, Jesus atoned for our sins. By
acknowledging this and turning our life over to God’s control instead of our own, we are
forgiven and have eternal life.
Fact:
Fact:
Fact:
Fact:

God does not force us to believe in Him but gives us a choice.
We have to get to know God, to learn to hear His voice.
When we do, we have to obey. That’s a choice too.
God speaks to us through His Word, prayer, others, circumstances or trusted advice.

Fact: Are we going to fail? Yes, guaranteed!
Fact: Will God ever give up on us? Never!

OBEYING GOD’S VOICE:
Bob was an active teenager. One night, he was in church at a midweek service with some of
his buddies. When the offering was announced, God whispered to him he should put the $5 bill
he had in his pocket on the plate. He began an internal argument. “That’s our hamburger
money for later.” The feeling persisted. As the plate came closer, he noticed his friends were
not giving anything.
“See God, they didn’t give. Why should I?”
The answer stunned him, “I didn’t ask them to give, I asked you!”
It was a test in obedience. God’s love for him, whether he obeyed or not, would not change,
but his own spiritual growth, and his ability to hear God’s voice and obey, would.

SOME SUGGESTED SPIRITUAL CARE QUESTIONS
There are many ways to present the Gospel to someone. A small booklet called, ‘Would You
Like to Know God personally?’ (New Life Resources 800-827-2788) is one such tool. It’s simple
and brief, yet specific and to the point.
There are several basic questions leading up to a spiritual conversation.
Sample:
A chaplain in New Orleans told me that when he visits patients and starts out with a general
chat, at some point he asks, “How are you doing spiritually?” Depending on the reply, he then
continues his conversation.
Sample:
The chaplain at our own local hospital, a retired minister, would visit patients and depending
on the visit and patient’s condition, his leading question was, “Do you believe in prayer?” Again,
depending on the answer, he would continue.
Sample:
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If people tell me they are a Christian, I smile and say, “That’s great! When did you become a
Christian?” You’d be amazed at the answers, but it will give you a point of reference.
The Medical Strategic Network has developed a ‘Spiritual History’ short questionnaire.
1 Has this illness/hospitalization alarmed or frightened you? Have you had puzzling questions
as to why this happened?
2 Who or what helps you to make it through this illness/problem? How do they help you?
3 Have you thought about spiritual matters in this illness. In what way? Have you thought
about your view of God as a result of this illness?
4 Most patients feel a special need for a personal faith. Do you think that knowing God
personally would be helpful to you?
If the answer is yes, ask permission to go through the booklet, page by page. Take your time
and make sure the patient understands.

Suggested Spiritual Assessment Questions
Dr. Harvey Elder has compiled a list of suggested spiritual care questions.
These are guidelines only. Not all questions are used for one person.
Initial Spiritual Assessment questions:
What gives most meaning to your life?
What, or who, are your sources of strength in your day-to-day living?
When you have a problem or crisis in your life, how do you manage to get through it?
Is religion or God important to you? In what way?
If not, is there a particular reason?
Ongoing Assessment questions:
Does God or a Higher Power seem personal to you?
Do you feel close to God?
What is your picture of God?
What has God done for you?
How is God working in your life right now?
Are you comfortable with God’s guidelines and laws for living?
Do you feel there are any barriers between you and God?
Have you ever felt angry against Him?
Have you ever done anything for which you feel God could not forgive you?
Do you understand the way to forgiveness, and what it means?
Do you feel God has a plan for your life?
Do you feel you are living up to what you feel God expects of you?
In Relation to Devotional Life and Practice
What kind of books do you read?
What kind of movies do you like? What TV programs?
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Do you ever read the Bible?
Do you understand what you read?
Does Bible reading help in living? How?
Is prayer part of your life?
Do you feel you are growing spiritually?
Relation to the church
Are you involved in a church? As a member or a visitor?
Do you understand the teachings of your church?
Do you attend weekly services?
Are you personally acquainted with the pastor or church staff?
Are you a member of a small group in your church?
Is your church helpful to you?
In Relation to Illness, Dying and Death
Has being ill made any difference in your thinking or feeling about God or your religious faith?
Has it affected your devotional life?
When you are ill, do you have the feeling that God is punishing you, or that it is His will for you
to be sick?
How do you feel about suffering?
Do you trust God with your future?
Discussion:
1 When you ask someone if they are a Christian, what do you mean?
2 Read again the ‘facts’ section. What is your understanding of the first four?
3 What about the other facts? Please explain or discuss.
4 Read through the Suggested Assessment Questions again, then pair off into two’s and use
some of these questions in a role-play, one being a patient, the other a visitor.

WHEN AND HOW TO USE SCRIPTURE
The spiritual resources of the Bible, its relevance to human problems and its practical
helpfulness are immeasurable. If we, in our contact with people, demonstrate our knowledge of
spiritual resources and employ them effectively, our presence in the sick room will radiate the
peace of God, and inspire feelings of optimism which are powerful factors in recovery.
From: Hospital Visitation: A Practical Guide to Visit the Sick. Quote by John Bonnell, DD.
Our printing company employed a man called Ed. When we had a printing job in progress, Ed
called me sometimes with questions. I had never met Ed. One day Ed called me when there
was no print job being done. A little surprised, I said, “Hi” when I picked up the phone and
waited. Ed came to the point right away: A close friend of his, who had been in excellent
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health, was diagnosed during a routine physical with terminal cancer. The doctors gave him a
week to live.
As stunned as Ed must been about this news, I still didn’t quite understand why he called me. I
had no idea where Ed stood spiritually, and didn’t get the feeling he was calling for prayer. I
kept quiet and listened as Ed gave me more details about his friend. At the end of the story,
which he repeated several times, there was no request or question.
Finally, I said,
“Ed, do you want me to send your friend a card?” It sounded rather lame but I didn’t know
what else to say.
Ed’s response was immediate,
“Oh, that would be great!”
He gave me the man’s name, hospital address and room number and I sent him one of our
standard cards with a brief note explaining who I was.
A week went by. Then Ed called again.
“Aubrey!” he gushed, “Thank you so much for sending my friend that card. You have no idea
what that meant to him.”
“How is your friend, Ed?” I asked.
“He passed away,” came the rely, “but he did get your card, and, you would not believe it, but
everything changed after he read that card. He calmed down, he was at peace. Even his family
noticed the change.”
Now it was my turn to be surprised. I tried to remember what I had written on that note.
Nothing profound or life-changing came to mind. After Ed hung up, I picked up one of those
cards again. It was folded. On the outside was printed We Prayed For You Today and
underneath a scripture. Suddenly a light went on. It wasn’t what I had written that had
impacted this man, it was the scripture that had made the difference. It read,
‘Fear not, for I have redeemed you; I have summoned you by name; you are mine.
When you pass through the waters, I will be with you; and when you pass through the rivers,
they will not sweep over you. When you walk through the fire, you will not be burned,
the flames will not set you ablaze.’ (Isaiah 43:1b-2)
I didn’t know Ed’s friend, but God, through His Word, brought peace to this man in his last
days on earth. God knew what he needed, and He sent His Word through a card to convey the
message.
God’s Word can speak to people at different times under different circumstances. My friend,
Margaret’s elderly husband, Bill, laid seriously ill in a hospital bed on life-support. The doctors
suggested they cease further treatment - there was nothing more that could be done.
Margaret’s children agreed, but left the final decision up to her. Desperate for a word from the
Lord, Margaret decided she needed to be alone, and found her way to the hospital chapel. She
entered the empty chapel. On the wall was a picture of a blue sky filled with clouds. A scripture
was superimposed on that scene:

BE STILL AND KNOW THAT I AM GOD. (Psalm 24:10).
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The ‘I am’ caught her eye and suddenly she knew that God was in charge and all things were
in His hand and that it was time to let go. She had her answer, walked back to the room and
told her family. They all agreed and said good-bye to their Dad. That scripture, at that time, was
a specific answer to a desperate plea. To other people, it may have meant something else.
That’s why the Bible is called the Living Word of God.
One final example: My friend Jo had died. She was a nurse, and often traveled with us to
video tape our conferences and speakers. In fact, the DVDs we have available to this day, were
taped by her. Jo developed a rare type of lung cancer and went downhill fast. I spoke with her
on the phone one day, and she said, between raspy coughs, she’d like to see me. I promised,
but she lived over 60 miles away, and I didn’t think she was that close to death. I didn’t go - and
later felt very bad about it. I did go to her memorial service, however. As I walked into the
packed chapel, the usher handed me a program with her picture and a scripture. I read,

‘IN MY FATHER’S HOUSE ARE MANY MANSIONS, I GO TO PREPARE A PLACE FOR YOU… (John 14:2)
I had read that scripture many times, had it even memorized, but that day, at that service, the
words jumped off the page, and I knew my friend was in one of those mansions, and one day I
would meet her there, and tell her how sorry I was for not seeing her before she left this earth.
At that memorial service, a familiar scripture suddenly became personal and a living promise.

SHARING A SCRIPTURE
When we share scripture with patients who are sick and hurting, although that Scripture may
be powerful, their attention is often brief. Therefore, brevity is the bottom line. Thus, during a
visit to the hospital or a sick person, at the right time, ask permission to read a scripture, a
scripture you have preselected at home, a scripture that ministers to the occasion.

SPIRITUAL PRESCRIPTIONS
Or, with the patient’s permission, you may want to leave a spiritual prescription. A spiritual
prescription is a preselected scripture that is personalized and signed. For instance,
DEAR JIM,
“THE ETERNAL GOD IS YOUR REFUGE,
AND UNDERNEATH ARE THE EVERLASTING ARMS”. (DEUT. 33:27)
YOUR HEAVENLY DAD.
OR

DEAR MARGARET,
“I WILL STRENGTHEN YOU AND HELP YOU:
I WILL UPHOLD YOU WITH MY
RIGHTEOUS RIGHT HAND”. (ISA. 41:10)
YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER.
OR
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TO ROBERT,
“I WILL NEVER LEAVE YOU
NOR FORSAKE YOU!” (HEBREWS 13:5)
GOD!
Spiritual prescriptions need to be personal, written or printed in large letters, on card paper,
and left in a place where the person can easily see it. It can be taped to the wall, tacked to a
notice board or even taped to the ceiling, as long as it is easily visible.
A spiritual prescription can be changed or renewed often. The results of spiritual
prescriptions are remarkable, and many instances are recorded in our booklet, ‘Hospital
Visitation: A Practical Guide to Visit the Sick.’
Discussion:
1 Please explain the difference between scripture and other writings. Is this a new concept
to you?
2 Has Scripture ever spoken to you? Please give an example.
3 Are you willing to use spiritual prescriptions for yourself or others? How?
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Session 6

My Glimpse of Eternity

MY GLIMPSE OF ETERNITY
Before we discuss our next chapter, listen to our next DVD, taped at an HCF conference in
Springfield, Missouri. The speaker relates an incident that happened to her as a young wife and
mother in the 1940s. Her book, ‘My Glimpse of Eternity’ has been published in numerous
languages and is still available today.

Click here to view the video: https://youtu.be/mQtuN8yw5Hw
“My Glimpse of Eternity” by Betty Malz (65 minutes)
Discussion:
1 During Betty’s many days of being unconscious, what influence did those around her have?
Name some examples. What effect did it have on her vital signs?
2 What prompted Betty’s Uncle Jesse to go to the hospital?
3 Why was Betty able to eat an ‘accidental’ large meal after her recovery?
4 Name some of the changes in Betty after her recovery.
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Session 7
Ministering to Comatose Patients and the Terminally Ill
Hospice - Music Therapy
Decisions that Can’t Wait - Ethical Issues

MINISTERING TO COMATOSE PATIENTS
People can be unconscious for various reasons: a medically induced coma, anesthesia during
surgery, head injuries or other traumas, strokes, severe bleeding, etc. It’s wise to assume that
everyone who is unresponsive for one reason or another, can hear and mentally process what
is being said.

SIGNS THAT CAN TELL US THAT THE COMATOSE CAN HEAR:
One is blood pressure and heart rate. As Betty Malz recounted, her vital signs (BP and pulse)
at the end of the day, indicated the type of visitors she had. She was either better or worse.
What an indictment on visitors! What a responsibility! Her emotions were there, even though
she could not respond.
Another sign that sometimes is visible, are tears. I remember when a deeply comatose young
man heard his little girl call him daddy when she visited him in the hospital, tears coursed down
the side of his face. No other signs of recognition were present, and he later died.

HOW THEN SHALL WE ACT?
1 Watch what you say around unconscious or unresponsive patients.
2 Play soft, calming music, hymns or worship songs.
3 Try and minimize noises or loud sounds.
4 Explain things: When visiting his comatose young wife who had sustained a severe head
injury in a car crash, her husband would start every visit with the following soliloquy: “Hi honey,
this is me, Tom.” He’d kiss her, touch her face and hold her hand. “Today is Thursday,
November 11, 2009. It is 2 in the afternoon. You are at General Hospital in San Clemente. You
have been here 4 days. We were all in a car accident. The kids are fine and so am I. You hurt
your head and you have the best medical team looking after you.” Then he’d chat about the
happenings of the day and details about the children. He’d repeat this intro every visit.
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THE TERMINALLY ILL
We all know that one day we’re going to die. Nevertheless, nobody wants to die today. Not
yet. Ask anyone, especially someone who is in good health and young of age or at heart. Our
preservation instincts want us to stay alive. But one day we will be close to death, and then
often fear sets in.
Chaplain Bill Hart at Palomar Medical Center in Escondido, California, told me that often
patients who have been Christians for many years, including retired missionaries or pastors,
when they feel the end is near, begin to doubt their salvation. Perhaps in reviewing their lives
they recount failures, shortcomings or sins. It’s during those times that reassurance of salvation
becomes a lifesaver.

DOUBTS ABOUT SALVATION:

Just a simple recounting of the familiar passage in John 3:16, “For God so loved the world that
He gave His beloved Son so that anyone who believes in Him should not perish but have eternal
life.” Those who believe in Jesus will have eternal life. Other scriptures like, ‘all have come short
of the glory of God’ and ‘the Lord has laid on Him the iniquity of us all’ will set the record
straight. There are many other verses that can be of tremendous encouragement and hope in
those final days. Repetition is often the key to understanding.

NOT SURE OF SALVATION:

“Nurse,” a dying patient whispered, “When am I going to die?”
Wisely, the nurse replied,
“It is possible that I will die before you. I could be killed in an accident going home tonight.
The question is not so much when we’ll die, but where do we go after we die. Do you know?”
The patient didn’t, and the nurse explained the Good News to her. Then she prayed with her,
after the patient accepted forgiveness and salvation from her Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

AM I GOING TO SUFFER:

Facing death is one thing, facing suffering is quite another. Up to the 20th century, many
terminally ill patients did suffer a great deal of pain. Pain medications often ‘knocked them out’
or put them in a semi-conscious state. With the introduction of Hospice, much has changed,
and today many terminally ill patients can have an almost pain-free and conscious end of life.
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HOSPICE
BIRTH OF HOSPICE

Begun in England as an experiment by Christian physicians, terminally ill cancer patients were
admitted to a small and pleasant hospital setting with physical therapy, fresh air, good food,
music, interaction and adequate pain medication. The pain management depended on the
patient, the illness and tolerance. The results were remarkable, and today we have hospice care
available on many levels of care for patients, family members and caregivers. However, many
people today are not familiar with hospice other than it is ’something for the dying’. To clarify
the purpose and services of hospice here is a brief synopsis:

WHAT IS HOSPICE?

A service provided for patients with a life expectancy of six month or less.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF HOSPICE?

To provide the greatest quality of life possible.

STRUCTURE AND LOCATIONS

There may be several hospices in one area. Most of them are private organizations. Any one,
or several of them, may be contacted for evaluations, services available, coverage, etc.

HOW IS HOSPICE ACCESSED AND BY WHOM?
The initial request can be made by the patient, a caregiver, a relative or a doctor. After hospice
makes an evaluation, a decision needs to be made by the patient or relatives to use hospice
services.

WHAT DOES HOSPICE PROVIDE?
Equipment like hospital beds, commodes, etc. Most importantly, effective pain control. Also
bedside care, social, chaplain, and volunteer services. They also help with internment details
and grief counseling.

WHAT DOES HOSPICE NOT PROVIDE?
Curative treatment or 24-hour home care. If something curative can be done, hospice care is
discontinued. There are also hospitals with ‘hospice beds’ or ‘hospice wings’ where care is given
that is too involved for home care.
An emerging specialty is Palliative Care when some form of treatment can be given.

DOES INSURANCE COVER HOSPICE CARE?
In most cases, yes!

IS HOSPICE LIMITED TO SIX MONTHS?
No. Patient may stabilize and stay on hospice for as many as several years, or improve to the
point they no longer need hospice.

HOSPICE VOLUNTEER TRAINING
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Hospice training for volunteers is available. You will relieve the main caregiver of a hospice
patient at home. You will have some time alone with someone with a terminal illness who may
be quite conscious and alert.

Music Therapy
Scripture reading, old hymns and the sweet chords of a harpsichord are powerful
combinations to bring peace into a sick room. Patients in pain, distressed or confused are often
quieted and at peace by this kind of music that ministers to the soul.
Discussion:
Comatose:
1 What are some signs that an unresponsive patient can hear you?
2 What are some things that may help or hinder a comatose patient?
3 Have you been around someone who is unresponsive? Explain? What, if anything, would you
have done differently?
Doubt of Salvation:
1 Look up some scriptures you can share with Christians, sick or healthy, who doubt their
Salvation.
2 What scriptures that assure of salvation have been meaningful to you?
Hospice:
1 What did you learn about hospice?
2 Do you know anyone who is or was on hospice? Explain.
3 Would you like to be trained as a hospice volunteer?

DECISIONS THAT CAN’T WAIT
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

When my parents were in their 50s, still leading healthy and active lives and working full time,
my Dad told me about a Funeral Society they had joined. I was a little surprised, as I expected
them to live long and happy lives. They did too, they assured me, but they wanted to be
prepared anyway.
“How does that work?” I wanted to know.
“They mail you forms about your last wishes for burial and what funeral home you want to
use. That way, when the time comes, all you have to do is make one call and they have all the
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information. You carry a card in your wallet with the information. You should do the same,“ my
Dad advised me.
I liked the idea, ordered forms for myself, and am now a card-carrying funeral society
member.
When my parents did die, many years later – and only 3 weeks apart – I was grateful for that
one phone call I had to make. I strongly advise everyone to make similar arrangements, no
matter what age you are. If you move away from the funeral home you selected or want to
change your internment details, just call and make the changes. When you do die - and we all
will - you will do your family members a great favor.

MEMORIAL SERVICE:

Several of my older friends have written their own memorial service, selected hymns and
scriptures to be read, music to be played, songs to be sung, and instructed pastors what
message to bring. Many specifically have requested that those who share be brief . . .

ORGAN DONATION
Remember Bram, my friend Carla’s husband, who had a heart attack and received help from a
lawyer when he had trouble with his health insurance? The lawyer was from his wife’s church
and didn’t charge him. As a result Bram started going to church, and accepted the Lord. He was
a changed man. However, many years later, while watching TV in bed, Bram had another heart
attack. Frantic, Carla called the paramedics who worked feverishly, but were unable to revive
him. When Bram arrived at the hospital he was pronounced dead.
Back home, at 3am that night, Carla received a call from someone from the Organ Harvest
Team, asking permission to use Bram’s corneas.
Still in shock, Carla said, “No way!” But three months later, when I saw her she said,
“Aubrey, I am so sorry I said that. It seemed so cruel at the time. I had not fully realized he
was gone. But if we had talked about this earlier, I am sure Bram would have given permission
to use any part of his body after he died. But we never did,” she said sadly.
Whether we want to donate our organs or not, it should be discussed with family members.
Many people think that sticking a red dot on our driver’s license is all they need to do to be
recognized as an organ donor. But that’s not enough! Someone, like a family member, friend or
neighbor, needs to verify that it was really you who attached that little dot to your driver’s
license. If you have such a dot, please tell someone! Or, you can carry a card that has been
signed and witnessed.
I am amazed at how many parts of the body can be used these days. It used to be mainly the
heart or kidneys, but now lungs, livers, eyes, muscles, skin, nerves, bones, skin and many other
parts can be used to either save someone’s life, or greatly improve it.

WILL
When people die without a will, the government will step in and make decisions about your
assets and estate. Some people I have spoken to, claim they do not own much, therefore do not
need a will. That’s not quite true. Almost everyone owns something - something of significance
that may be worth a lot to someone else, even if it’s just a keepsake or an heirloom.
In the State of California it is easy to make will. Just take a piece of paper, then in your own
handwriting, list the things you own and what you want to be done with them after your death.
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Then sign it and have someone – anyone - witness your signature. The witness does not have to
read your will, just witness your signature and sign his/her name under yours.
If you want to change your will, just tear up the old one and write a new one. You can buy
forms at stationary stores or just use a blank sheet of paper. In some states you may need some
legal advice, but everyone needs to have a will. It will simplify things for your loved ones after
your death. There is no need to wait till you are advanced in years. In fact, since any one of us
can die in an accident, or have a fatal medical problem at any time, having a will is crucial.
Discussion:
1 Have you thought about making your own funeral arrangements? Memorial service? Why?
2 Are you an organ donor? If so, does anyone know?
3 Do you have a will? If not, would you write one soon after reading this chapter?

ETHICAL ISSUES
THERAPEUTIC ABORTION:

When my friend, Paul, came to me and asked my advice on a difficult decision, he put me in
an awkward position. His wife was in poor health, a brittle diabetic, blind, with numerous other
diabetic related physical problems. He just found out she was 3 months pregnant. Her doctors
wanted to do an immediate abortion to save her life.
“What do you think?” he asked.
I didn’t know, and felt unqualified to make such a decision, or give specific advice.
“I can’t tell you Paul” I said. “Perhaps you should have your pastor and elders pray about
this?”
He did. They prayed and decided to wait. Against doctor’s predictions, Paul’s wife carried the
baby till full term and delivered a healthy baby girl.

CONTINUE LIFE SUPPORT:

Most of us have been in situations when a decision has to be made whether or not to
continue life support, whether or not to ‘pull the plug’. As a nurse, relatives of these patients
have frantically begged me for an opinion. My response has always been the same.
* I ask the family what the doctor has said. Often, the relatives are confused, and don’t
remember all the details. There may be several specialists involved.
* I encourage them to talk to all the doctors involved, make a list of questions and take
someone along to make notes.
* After all the facts are in and understood, the relatives need to make the final decision.
* Prayer during this time is important.
* It is our job to make sure they know all the options. It’s their job to make a final decision.

CHEMO/RADIATION/SURGERY:
These questions can be more complex. I have heard many a story of conflicting advice given
by various groups of doctors as to the most effective treatment for cancer or other illnesses. On
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information overload, patients often search the internet for additional data. My advice is
always to listen to all doctors, consider all options and saturate all this with prayer.
A precious young woman in my Bible study had a routine minor surgery, when it was
discovered she also had a cancerous growth in her body. Studies and tests followed. We
diligently prayed for the many decisions that needed to be made. She consulted several groups
of oncologists in two world renowned medical facilities. Their approaches varied and all we
could do, as she shared the many possibilities of treatment offered by these teams, was to pray
for wisdom and healing.
There were ups and downs, victories and setbacks. She lost her beautiful straight hair and
bought a cute wig. Today, her hair is growing back thick and curly. There still are rounds of
treatment, some days she feels very tired and sick, other days she’s fine. As of today, some of
the tumors are shrinking.
Another friend, a physician with a young family, was diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer
when he went to see his doctor for a persistent cough. After surgery and several rounds of
highly specialized medications, the cancer disappeared, but frequent checks revealed a
suspicious spot in his brain.
And on it goes.
A rock-based faith is needed to go through these trying times. They will bring us closer to God
and His faithfulness, in spite of our trying circumstances. Often there are no easy solutions or
answers, but a day to day closer walk with the One Who will never leave nor forsake us.
It is during these times that our greatest gifts, giving of our ‘time’ and ‘attention’ are vitally
important! Keep in touch, call, make visits, provide meals, stop by for a chat, offer practical
help, rent a movie, and listen, listen, listen!

POWER OF ATTORNEY
When people begin to show signs of being unable to care for themselves; pay their bills,
prepare meals and perform other simple activities, it may be time to appoint someone else someone who is trusted and capable to take over these duties, a caregiver. These tasks may
include paying bills, hire a cleaning lady, a gardener, give a ride to the beauty shop, to a
doctor’s office, etc.
When my parents were well into their 80s, they allowed me to sign a bank card giving me
authority to sign their checks and pay the few bills their simple life required. They both had to
sign this card and they did it willingly. This is an important decision but can be open to fraud by
greedy family members or caregivers. Decisions like these should be made prayerfully and after
consulting others. If the patient has dementia or Alzheimer’s much patience is in order, and
much wisdom.

DNR - DO NOT RESUSCITATE.
A DNR order has to be the expressed wish of a patient, made when he/she is of sound mind.
Details are vital describing such an order, such as, under what circumstances is the patient not
to be resuscitated?
My parents had signed a DNR order when they were in their early 80s. When, at 86, they both
had to be cared for in a Board and Care Home, I was told by the owner that a DNR order could
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not be enforced legally and, should a patient have a stroke or heart attack or any other
emergency, the staff had to call an ambulance. I was a little uneasy about that, for I knew
neither one of my parents would want to be kept alive on life-support at this point in their lives.
Fortunately, my mother passed away in her sleep and when my Dad had a stroke, the Home
called me to say the ambulance was on their way. I jumped in my car and arrived at the same
time as the ambulance. Before they could even enter the Home, I told them my Dad had a
signed DNR. They were grateful they did not have to go through the motions, as my Dad was
already gone when they entered his room.
Laws change and may even vary from state to state. In California, a copy of the patient’s last
wishes needs to be on every chart, no matter what the patient is admitted for.
This is not a ‘cheerful’ chapter for most of us, but a necessity in the overall view of
Compassionate Care for the Sick and Hurting. At one time or another, we all are faced with
dealing with difficult circumstances. Facing them early and preparing as best we can, makes a
world of difference when we come face to face with these issues of life.
Discussion:
1 Have you been asked about ethical decisions? Please, explain.
2 What have you learned in this chapter about patients on life support or cancer treatments?
3 Do you have questions or comments about Power of Attorney or DNR wishes?
4 What changes, if any, are you going to make after reading this chapter?
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Session 8
Guidelines for the Bereaved
Caring for Elderly Patients
What About our Forgotten Seniors?
The Happy Hymn Singers
Alzheimer’s and Dementia

GUIDELINES FOR THE BEREAVED
Today, there are many resources available on grief care and mourning, including support
groups, books and videos. In this study, we’ll only cover some major guidelines. We often use
the expression, “He is in mourning”, but what is the difference between grief and mourning?

GRIEF AND MOURNING
GRIEF is internal and includes depression, sadness, loneliness, abandonment and anything else
that is internal.
MOURNING, on the other hand, is external; that which is shared. It includes tears, wearing of
black clothing or an armband, or, if someone well known passes away, flags at half mast.
People used to mourn more openly than today in our fast culture.
STAGES OF GRIEF
We’ve all heard the stages of grief: shock, denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and
acceptance. These stages may or may not occur in sequence or some may not occur at all. It
depends on the relationship to the deceased. For instance, grieving over the passing of a greataunt we barely knew, who lived in a far away state, is different from our grief over a loved one
we were very close to, like a spouse, parents or a child.
TASKS OF MOURNING
There are three tasks of mourning which have to be passed through in order, even though the
length of time may vary.
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1 As we go through the process of mourning, sooner or later we have to come to grips with the
reality of the loss. No more pretending, no more leaving the deceased’s room or home the way
it was before his or her death. It may be weeks, months or years, but the time has to come
when the loss becomes a reality.
2 Then, when the loss has become reality, we have to experience the pain of grief. This again
may vary in time, depending on the circumstances and the relationship to the deceased.
3 And finally, we have to come to a place, when we adjust to a new environment. Things will
never be as they were before. The departed has left a vacancy, an emptiness, a space in our
lives. But eventually, there will be a new reality, a new environment we have to adjust to.
Discussion:
1 Discuss the significance between grief and mourning.
2 Have you or anyone you know, been through some of the stages of grief?
3 Describe your understanding of the Tasks of Mourning. Have you experienced any of these?

CARING FOR ELDERLY PARENTS
Almost all of us will deal with the challenges of caring for elderly parents. I have, and even
though my parents were fully prepared for ‘old age’, when they entered that stage, they
resisted the reality and changes that it brought. We all like to stay independent, and my parents
were no exception. Some instances were funny (in hindsight).
One day my mother said her glasses were old and she could not see well. I took her to an eye
doctor who examined her eyes and asked the usual questions which of two images were
sharper. She couldn’t answer and drove the poor man up the wall.
When I finally brought her new glasses home, she tried them on.
“Can you see any better?” I asked expectedly.
“I still can’t see a thing,” was the answer. I knew then her observations were diminishing as
was her memory.
One day. I took my Dad to the doctor. In the waiting room, I asked if he wanted to read the
paper. He said he would and looked at the front page. A few minutes later he was still staring at
the front page, and I sadly realized he could no longer process the information that was in front
of him.
I arranged for some help for my folks – a young woman who’d come 4 hours several times a
week to help with chores; laundry, cooking, cleaning, bathing, whatever needed to be done.
Both my parents balked at this ‘stranger in their home’ and felt the poor lady had to ‘do
something’ constantly since she was getting paid for it. They even had her mow the lawn. She
was not allowed to sit down, and after a week she came to me and said,
“Your parents don’t like me. I don’t think this is working out.” Sadly, I had to let her go.
I must say that my parents were also innovative and creative. When my Dad lost his driver’s
license and I sold their car, they found their way through city busses to the nearest Senior
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Center. They got a hot meal, some fun and entertainment, basic medical advice and even help
with their tax forms. I joined them on occasion, and was learning a great deal myself.
One day my mother invited me to a special luncheon for the holidays at the Senior Center. We
sat at a table with 6 other seniors my mother introduced me to. We had a great time - the food
and company were good, as was the entertainment. But a few days later, when I visited my
parents and referred to the luncheon, my mother said,
“What luncheon?” Memory was slipping.
For years, my Dad had taken care of the administration of Hospital Christian Fellowship. At
around 83 years of age, he said his eyes could no longer take in the rows and rows of figures. I
found someone else, a retired friend, Art. I took Art to my parent’s house where he spent a
couple of hours going through the administration records. Both he and my Dad were used to
the same system of bookkeeping, and from that time Art took over. My Dad kept the books at
his home, but I took them to my office where Art came periodically to keep things in order.
One day, my folks and I met Art in the parking lot of a store. We all said ‘Hi!” and chatted
amiably. When Art left, both my parents looked at me and said,
“Who is that man?”
I realized their short term memory was slipping.
As mentioned before, I suggested I’d take over paying their bills. They agreed and signed the
bank cards, giving me power of attorney. I gave them a monthly update on everything that was
paid, also giving them an amount of cash they stipulated for groceries and other incidentals.
One day when I visited them, they told me they had been to the bank because there was not
enough in their account to pay the bills. I showed them there was plenty, but they kept saying I
was wrong, and that they should cash in a CD. After much discussion, I finally figured out they
read the balances wrong. For instance, they looked at $5,000 and saw $500. No matter how I
tried to clear that up, it didn’t work.
My mother always helped at the precinct during voting. One day she had asked me to help my
Dad fill out his voting form. When I did, and we came out of the booth, he silently pointed to
the voting registration book which my mother had signed for herself. On the line for her
address, she had written an address where they had lived almost 20 years before in another
town. Interesting that my Dad noticed that, but he couldn’t figure out his own voting ballot.
The final straw came, when my mother told me one day their smoke alarm had gone off. A
new law had been passed in their town that all homes needed a smoke detector, and one had
been installed recently by the fire department. One afternoon the alarm went off.
“The noise was so loud,” my mother complained to me on the phone, “you could hear it down
the whole neighborhood. And your Dad could not turn it off. He stood on a chair and pushed
the button but it just would not go off.”
“So what happened,” I asked.
“The fire department came and shut it off.”
“What had triggered it?” I asked.
“Well, you would not believe it. There was an empty pot on the stove with the gas burner
on.”
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So there was smoke! And plenty of it. Now I knew their sense of smell was going, too. That’s
when I started to pray in earnest, asking God to put His angels around their home to keep them
from harm. He did.
Another issue with the elderly is that their personal hygiene often gets neglected. Clothes are
seldom changed or laundered, and baths or showers are not taken. One time when my parents
visited my sister, a nine hour trip by train, they arrived with a suitcase but, as my sister told me
later, only my mother’s clothes were packed. My Dad had nothing, and what he wore he had
lived in for weeks. She had her work cut out for her that week.
While they were visiting her, I had hired some cleaning ladies to thoroughly clean their entire
home, shampoo the carpet and get rid of the stale smell which pervaded the house.
That Christmas Eve, my Dad had a stroke and ended up in a board and care home. New Year’s
Eve, my mother fell, and was also admitted to a board and care. They were different homes,
owned by the same man, a capable nurse. My Mom lasted 3 weeks, my Dad 6 weeks. They
were 86 when they died, and had lived a full life, taking their family from Holland to Indonesia,
to Australia, and finally the USA. (Full story in biography, ‘ Aubrey’)
I have elaborated on this story, because I know many others are faced with the same
decisions. It’s never easy, and no two situations are the same. Here are a few essentials:

EARLY PLANNING:
* We already discussed the importance of making out a will, funeral arrangements, a living
trust, durable power of attorney, homeowner’s deed (if needed) and a decision about organ
donation.

THINGS TO BE CONSIDERED:
* Independent: Keep the elderly independent as long as possible.
* Set boundaries: If one or more family members become caretakers and become worn out, it’s
time to make some difficult decisions. Remember there’s a difference between compassion and
being a martyr.

KNOW YOUR OPTIONS:

* Know where your local Senior Center is, and what services they offer. As I mentioned before,
besides meals, they also have some health checks, tax advice, day care, meals on wheels, senior
housing and transport.
* Familiarize yourself with location and cost of senior housing, retirement homes, board and
care homes.

PRAY FOR WISDOM:

* Pray for wisdom. Don’t do it alone. Seek advice. Consult resources.

RESOURCE:
* A great and highly recommended resource is ‘Caring for Elderly Loved Ones’, by Focus on the
Family. Every church and eldercare service should have a copy in their library!
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Discussion:
1 I’m sure we all have stories about situations with elderly parents, either our own, or our
friends. Please, discuss what new information or ideas you have learned from this chapter.
2 Are there other issues you could add?
3 Name some of the main guidelines when dealing with elderly parents or relatives.

WHAT ABOUT OUR FORGOTTEN SENIORS?
During my residency, writes Grat Correll, MD, I grew to understand that nursing home
patients were a valuable part of my education – not just from a medical perspective, but for
what they could teach me personally.
Mr. Smith was my first introduction to the nursing home. His story, regrettably, can probably
be told in countless facilities across our nation. An acute illness had brought him to our hospital
years ago, and his family abandoned him shortly before he was discharged. Unable to care for
himself, he had no alternative but nursing home care, where he lay, until I met him when I was
an intern.
Mr. Smith was virtually non-communicative. After transfer to the nursing home, he slipped
into an almost catatonic state of withdrawal, waiting for his life to end. All efforts to bring him
back into the mainstream of human existence failed, so an air of resignation hung over his life.
Nurses faithfully tended to his physical needs, while he persisted as a shell of flesh and bones,
devoid of life. For three years, I saw him every month, reviewing his stagnation. Not once did I
hear him speak a word. Not once did I see a glimpse of the person that must have resided
within.
On my last nursing home visit as an outgoing senior, I had an epiphany. I requested
permission to bring my yellow Labrador retriever to the nursing home as part of an experiment
in ‘pet therapy’. To my surprise, the nursing home agreed, and my dog was greeted well by the
residents. But one person’s response completely astonished me, and left an indelible
impression until this day.
As I brought my dog into Mr. Smith’s room, an amazing transformation occurred. All of a
sudden he, of his own accord, sat up and started talking, telling me of the days when he was a
boy and had a dog similar to my own. He told me stories of adventures he and his dog had. For
the first time, I saw the soul awake from what had been a living corpse.
That experience taught me two lessons: First, do not underestimate the ability of the simple
things in life to touch hearts when carefully crafted pharmaceuticals have failed. Second, never
forget that within even the most withered of human bodies lies a life that is precious indeed –
one that needs to be respected and honored, even if it can’t speak for itself. (Physician,
Sep/Oct. 2004).

WHERE ARE SENIORS?

Seniors are not only found in Nursing Homes, but also in their own homes as shut-ins, or
residents of board and care homes, living in retirement complexes or other long term facilities,
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like the V.A. hospitals. Most importantly, older people do not have to be sick or incapacitated to
be lonely and forgotten.

WHAT CAN WE DO?
We may have an elderly neighbor or friend, or someone who always comes alone to church.
It’s often easy to befriend these folks, spend some time with them, take them out for lunch or
go for a drive. Invite them to your home for a meal or take them shopping, help with groceries
or gardening. The list is endless. Seniors, like all of us, need our time and attention.

NURSING HOMES VISIT:

If you want to visit a forgotten senior, go to a nursing home. Ask the staff which patients do
not get visitors. Introduce yourself, sit and chat, offer to do a lady’s nails or hair, take them for a
wheelchair ride outside, bring a pet (ask permission first), be a friend. If you promise to come
back, make sure you do it.

NURSING HOME SERVICES:

HAPPY HYMN SINGERS
Ever thought of forming a Happy Hymn Singers group? It’s easy and its fun. Here are some
steps to take:
1- Ask some friends, “Do you like to sing the old hymns?” Most of them will nod and say yes
and then add: “But I don’t sing too well.”
“Then you will qualify for our Happy Hymn Singers. We’re not good singers but we make a
joyful noise.” With that reply you have your first choir members.
2- Once you have a few volunteers, stop by some local nursing or retirement homes and ask the
Activity Director if you can come once a month and sing hymns.
3- If permission if given and a day and time are agreed on, order some hymn books with large
letters from the Sunshine Society. www.sonshinesociety.org They have sturdy laminated books
with many well known hymns. It’s a small investment that will last for many years. (We began 5
years ago with 50 books and they are still being used and in good shape. We did put our name
all of them.)
4- Find someone who can play the piano. Most facilities have pianos. If not, someone may have
a keyboard. Other instruments are also welcome.
5- When you arrive at your destination, greet all residents and hand out the hymn books to the
residents and choir members.
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6- We usually start with America the Beautiful but that is optional. After that just ask residents
and choir members for requests.
7- After the first song we ask someone from the choir to open with prayer.
8- Then we sing requests from both the audience and choir members.
9- Take time for all residents to find the correct song. Some choir members may be assigned to
help with this. It is also useful to have a ‘greeter’ near the door for latecomers.
10- After a few songs, we ask for birthdays for that month and sing Happy Birthday.
11- The hymn books also have some pages with familiar scriptures that can be read by all.
12- When time is up, say good-bye or hug residents. Many of them have not heard old hymns
for years and often sing along without needing a hymn book.
Discussion:
1 Do you like to be around seniors?
2 What do you think about ministering to seniors?
3 Has this chapter given you any specific ideas to reach out to seniors? If so, please explain.
4 Would you like to start a Happy Hymn Singers group?

ALZHEIMER’S AND DEMENTIA
My middle-aged friend, Bea, married a tall, white-haired distinguished looking gentleman,
named Mac. They had two wonderful years together, then things began to change. At first, it
was thought Mac had a brain tumor. His behavior became odd and he seemed forgetful.
Eventually, he was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease. This happened many years ago, and it
was the first time I heard this term. Today, the word, as well as the disease, has become part of
our mainstream vocabulary. Yet, mysteries continue to surround this illness.
As I was pondering about this chapter, I happened to hear a man on the Dr. Phil show. He was
Coach Frank Broyles, an elderly gent who had written a book about a journey he and his wife
and family went through, when his wife of many years developed Alzheimer’s
Coach Frank Broyles was the Athletic Director Emeritus for the University of Arkansas
Razorbacks. “When my wife, Barbara, was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease,” he writes, “I
didn’t know much about the disease or the impact it would have on our lives. What I did know
was that Alzheimer’s was not going to destroy our love for life. Our family came together, and
decided to focus on what we did have instead of what we didn’t have. We chose to celebrate
our today’s and our memories, and to make each day the best, with no regrets. Like so many
others, we experienced our share of heartbreaks. We also experience happy times, and those
we will remember forever.
“My best advice to you is to treasure each day and live it to the fullest. Cherish the time you
spend together and, perhaps most important, love each other. I hope you find peace in
knowing that it is still possible to live and love when someone you love is living with Alzheimer’s
disease.”
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Other Web sources:

Alzheimer’s Association: 24-hour hotline 800-272-3900. Www.alz.org
Golden Living: 877-870-0162. Www.goldenlivingcenter.com

National Web sources:

Administration on aging www.aoa.gov
A.D. Education and Referral Center www.alzheimers.org
Family Caregiver Alliance www.caregiver.org/caregiver
Hospice Net www.hospicenet.org/html/find.html
National Institute of Mental Health: www.nimg.nih.gov
Discussion:
1 Do you know people with Alzheimer’s? Discuss your observations.
2 What are the early symptoms?
3 What, if any, care facilities are available in your area?
4 How are they accessed? Financed? Recommended?
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Session 9
Health Related Ministries for Churches
Purpose of the Church
Biblical Basics

HEALTH RELATED MINISTRIES FOR CHURCHES
Below is a partial list of ministries and outreaches churches can be involved in. They can save
and change lives! Your church may already have some of these ministries in place. Others may
be new to you, or something you want to discuss and pray about.

MEDICAL MISSIONS
Many churches are already involved in their own medical missions. I can highly recommend two
medical missions we have worked with for many years. One is Mercy Ships. If you have never
been on a medical mission trip, a trip on the ‘African Mercy’ will be a life changing event! There
are many options as to the time and length and opportunities on the Mercy Ships. Check out
their website for a virtual tour of the ship and its many incredible and modern features.
(www.MercyShips.org)
Another large mission in Mexico, Foundation for His Ministry (FFHM) has many short trip
opportunities, as well as an excellent handbook, ‘Health Education Program for Developing
Countries.’ Most of the sick in developing countries, it states, suffer from diseases that are
preventable. Of all their medical needs, the greatest by far is reliable health care information.
There is a free download of this book in English, French, Mandarin and Spanish. Check it out at
www.FFHM.org/Resources.

CPR (CARDIO PULMONARY RESUSCITATION)
When Randy, a young friend of mine, was in the Air Force, he had to take a CPR course. The
instructor was in a hurry and only gave the basics without much practical application. A few
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days later, on a Sunday, Randy was eating lunch at the counter of a busy restaurant. Suddenly,
a middle-aged man collapsed. The frantic restaurant manager asked if anyone knew how to do
CPR. When no one responded, he saw Randy at the counter, and begged him to try and help.
“The ambulance is on its way!” he added.
Reluctantly, Randy stood up and began to mentally rehearse the instructions he had just
recently learned. As he walked through the crowded restaurant, it all came back to him and
when he reached the unconscious man on the floor, he remembered his ABCs and worked on
the man till the paramedics arrived. When they took over, he sat next to the man’s’ distraught
wife and prayed with her.
When, a few days later, Randy told me all this over the phone, my first question was,
“Did he make it?”
“I dunno,” he mumbled.
“Can’t you find out? If he did make, don’t you think he’d love to meet you? You saved his
life!”
He agreed but didn’t have a clue as to which hospital the man was taken. He was in a huge
city with many hospitals.
“Call the restaurant, find out which ambulance company responded and to which hospital
they took him,” I urged. “And if you find out, and if he did make it, go and visit him. And, by the
way, take your camera.”
Randy complied, found the man, who had survived a triple heart bypass surgery. He and his
wife were extremely grateful to meet their ‘life saver’, and, yes, I got a picture of the two of
them.
As a nurse, I have taken CPR classes numerous times, but at no time have I ever been called
upon to actually do CPR on anyone. The procedure is simple. Anyone can learn it. I wasn’t
surprised when I read that when all Seattle citizens were required to take CPR, the death rate of
patients with acute heart attacks dropped sharply. Why isn’t Seattle’s example followed by
other cities? Your church can do the same in your area as Seattle did. The training is free and
can be given at any location. If you don’t have an instructor available, contact the American
Heart Association.
Discussion:
1 Do you know CPR? If so, are you due for a refresher course?
2 Would you like others to learn CPR? Have some ideas?
3 Would you be willing to help awareness of your community taking CPR classes?

BLOOD DRIVES AND BONE MARROW DONORS
When our church had their annual blood drive, I offered my time as a volunteer. I learned a
great deal that day. The last time I gave blood was in ancient times. Since my blood is ABpositive, I am a universal recipient, but not a universal donor. AB is a rare type, and I was told
by the blood bank that only the plasma of my blood could be used, not the red cells. Sure
enough, when, years later, I needed several blood transfusions, I received B-positive blood, the
only type available, and compatible with AB. Remembering our strict protocol, and multiple
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blood checks before hanging blood bags on an IV pole and hooking it up to a patient, I had to
get used to the large B on my blood bag, instead of AB, even though I knew it was safe.
Today, besides whole blood, marrow donors are also needed. No, they do not have to drill a
needle in your bones to get it. It can be taken from the blood you donate. Looking for a
matching bone marrow transplant to save the life of a dying patient is often like looking for a
needle in a haystack. Signing up as a marrow donor can indeed save a life. Giving blood is
practically painless and even a pleasant experience. You relax and chat with other donors and
staff, while sipping some refreshments and nibbling on a snack, all the while giving something
that may save somebody’s life. Isn’t that the easiest way to give compassionate care?
Discussion:
1 Does your church sponsors or promotes blood drives?
2 Would you like to see a community effort to promote a blood drive?
3 Would you call the American Red Cross to get details?

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
It is no secret that a large segment of our population is overweight and many folks are
morbidly obese. My friend Chip, a pastor and teacher, was one of them. All his excess weight
was prominently displayed in his belly. If he had been a woman, people would have thought he
was 10 months pregnant with triplets. Over the years that I have known Chip, he went on
several successful, medically supervised diets and work-out schedules but, over time, gained
back his losses. Much to his wife’s dismay, his family doctor never mentioned his weight.
Then they moved to another city and found a new family physician. After his initial visit, this
doctor rattled off a list of physical problems Chip had, including diabetes, high blood pressure
and heart problems, all due to his excess weight. It so happened that this new doctor had a
brother, Nick, also a physician, who, after being diagnosed and treated for cancer, shed 270
pounds from his original weight of 467 pounds, and regained his life and health back after his
weight loss. It also so happened that this Dr. Nick attended the same church Chip was now
working for. They met, became buddies, and now Dr. Nick is Chip’s mentor. Dr. Nick wrote a
book about his weight loss called, ‘My Big, Fat Greek Diet,’ and heads a program called Health
Stewards (www.HealthStewards.com).
The first thing Chip was asked to do was to admit he had an eating problem. Not just admit it
to the weekly church staff meeting, but also to the entire congregation. I watched him on his
church’s website when he admitted:
“I am a habitual overeater.” Now that took guts (no pun intended).
Then he went on a journey to change his eating habits and exercise regime. The results are
astounding. Today, Dr. Nick calls Chip, ‘Micro Chip’. Yes, the triplets are gone and Chip is not
only slim, but healthy and feeling great. What’s the secret? Actually, it’s quite simple.
* Admitting the problem.
* I need God to help me.
* Accountability and group participation and
* Change in eating and exercise habits.
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THE BRIDGE RECOVERY PROGRAM
At our church we have a program called The Bridge. It’s for anyone who is struggling with an
addiction. This can be an addiction to food, alcohol, drugs, pornography, homosexuality, and a
number of other addictions. An addiction is anything we cannot control. The same guidelines
apply as those Chip faced, which are similar to those put forth by Alcoholics Anonymous.
There are many models for recovery programs. At our church, people come together one
night a week, and collectively listen to a speaker, then go to separate groups with a group
leader to discuss, counsel and pray with each group.
Interaction and transparency are vital. (www.christianrecovery.com)
Discussion:
1 Do you have an addiction in your life?
2 Are you seeking help? If so, explain. Is it helpful?
3 Do you know others who are struggling with addictions?
4 Does your church have (or need) a Recovery Program?

HIV/AIDS
A New Ministry is Born

One Sunday, Pastor Bruce Sonnenberg greeted a newcomer to his church in Irvine, CA.
“Pastor,” the man said rather bluntly, “I have AIDS. When I told my pastor in LA, he asked me
to leave. Can I come to your church?”
Taken aback, Bruce nevertheless said, “Of course, you can.”
Unbeknown to him, that day opened up a whole new ministry for Bruce, who knew very little
about HIV/AIDS. But he learned, and counseled and loved. More and more HIV/AIDS positive
people joined his church, and slowly God transformed their lives, one by one. Today, Bruce’s
ministry, He Intends Victory (HIV) is reaching out to countries around the world, helping AIDS
victims and orphans through education and practical help. (www.heintendsvictory.com)
What made all this happen? Bruce wanted to know, and became educated!

Pastor and his flock get educated

The organist of a local church, a hemophiliac, contracted AIDS through a poorly screened
blood transfusion. He went to his pastor, told him of his diagnosis and offered to resign.
The pastor rounded up his staff and listened to some medical advice about AIDS. How can we
be friends and a supporter of someone with AIDS, without endangering ourselves? The key,
they learned, is simple: avoid contact with body fluids. For instance, don’t drink from the same
cup or use the same straw or use the same Kleenex or kiss on the mouth. But you can hug and
laugh and talk and comfort. When the congregation was presented with these guidelines, they
were unanimous in keeping the organist in church, as long as he could play. When he became
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too sick to do so, the congregation took turns helping him at home, until he died three months
later. The pastor and his staff were educated!

AIDS orphans in Africa get to play
My church contacted a couple in Swaziland, a small country within the Republic of South
Africa. There, in a small village were hundreds of children, who were all orphans. Their parents
had died from AIDS. The couple lived in a shack on a fairly large field where about 200 kids
would come after school to play. Children as young as 8 or 10, in charge of their younger
siblings.
Our church rounded up a group of young people, who made the long trip to Swaziland to
build a structure that could be used as a kitchen and recreation room. Church services were
held there also. Then, back in California, the church collected donations from a long list of
urgently needed items, clothes, shoes, toiletries. They also bought a huge playground set with
slides, see-saws and swings. It filled a huge shipping container which eventually made its way
around the world to Swaziland. Now, the kids get to play, eat a meal and hear the Gospel. Our
church is average in size, yet much was accomplished to help AIDS orphans.
(www.capobeachchurch.com)

A Neighbor in Need

Paul, a friend of mine, moved to a new home. As he and his wife got accustomed to their new
neighborhood, Paul noticed a variety of men coming and going at the house next door. After a
year, it seemed everyone had left except the owner, a man he occasionally greeted when they
were both working in their yard. The man looked pale and sick, and kept to himself. One day,
Paul felt an urge to go next door, ring the bell and talk to his neighbor. When he did, the man
opened the door and, reluctantly, let him in. After some small talk, Paul came to the point and
asked,
“Do you have AIDS?” The man broke down, wept and said, “Yes.”
“I want to be your friend,“ Paul said. “How can I help you?”
And so began a friendship that lasted the few months the man had left to live. All his gay
friends had abandoned him, including his own family. Paul stayed with him, visited him at the
hospital, shared the gospel and prayed with him. He was the only one with him when his
neighbor died.
Successful treatment for AIDS has been made in recent years. Yet, HIV and STD’s have not
been eradicated and the need for compassionate care still exists.

Coffee Shop Outreach
A local church opened up a coffee shop in a gay community. Many who came were HIV
positive. The church folks were there to befriend the local population, offer refreshments, and
sometimes show a movie. At first those who attended were suspicious. Later, they relaxed and
were amazed.
“No one,” they said, “does anything for us. We are shunned like lepers. You are the only
people that even want to talk to us.”
These are a few examples of how the church can give compassionate care to the large
segment of our global population who are suffering with HIV/AIDS. Besides AIDS, statistics
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show that one third of our population has a Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD). That includes
the congregation in your church! Awareness and information about this world-wide epidemic is
the church’s responsibility.
Discussion:
1 What touched you most about the above information and examples about HIV/AIDS?
2 Does your church have an outreach that helps victims of AIDS?
3 Do you think awareness and education about AIDS is lacking in the church? Please, explain.
4 Do you have ideas how you or your church can reach out to AIDS victims?

THE HOMELESS
International

In 1984, during the LA Summer Olympics, I met a young couple from my native Holland at the
Center for World Mission in Pasadena, CA. They were preparing to go to Brazil to begin an
outreach to homeless children. We promised to stay in touch, which we did. Today, the mission
in Bela Horizonte, Brazil, is one of the largest ministries and training bases for street kids in the
world. Jeannette Lukasse, the couple’s wife, wrote a book about their long and hard journey
called ‘God’s Heart for Children’ which was published in Holland and which I was later privileged
to translate into English, renamed ‘A Cry from the Street’ (www.YWAMPublishing.com). One
couple dared to make a difference and did!

Locally

On a smaller scale, a group of teenagers from our church in Southern California, make trips to
skid row in Los Angeles where they spend a night sleeping in boxes on the street and in parks
and bring small, practical gifts to the homeless. A great way to get them acquainted with being
homeless.

Food

Our church is also the recipient of leftover products from local bakeries and produce growers,
which is dropped off at the church and available to everyone in the neighborhood.

Sock Ministry
Teresa, a resourceful lady from our church, drove her two young daughters home from school
one day, when they noticed a homeless man panhandling at a stoplight. Her daughters felt
sorry for the man, and talked all the way home about how to help him and other homeless
people. Out of this conversation, the Sock Ministry was born. They realized that the homeless
often have no socks and thus cold feet, so Teresa bought a pair of thick, sturdy socks and filled
them with a few snacks, a bottle of water, a toothbrush and small tube of toothpaste, and copy
of the Gospel of John. She then tied the two socks together and kept them in her car.
Whenever they see another homeless person, they give out a sock-present. It’s a simple,
inexpensive, yet valuable way to help a homeless person.
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Discussion:
1 Are you aware of homeless people in your neighborhood?
2 Is anyone in your community reaching out to them? Please, explain.
2 Do you have ideas of how your church can get involved?
3 Can you start a ‘sock ministry’?

SHELTERS
During a lunch meeting of local pastors and chaplains I attended, the speaker was a lady who
operated a Shelter for Pregnant Homeless Women. That home was just down the road from
where we met. I was amazed that such a shelter existed. Since it was a Christian ministry,
finances for this shelter had to come from the community. I did some research on shelters and
found out there were a number of them right in our neighborhood. There’s a shelter for Abused
Women, shelters for Domestic Violence, shelters for Recovering Alcoholics and Drug Users. The
list goes on.
At one time, I was presenting a ‘Compassionate Care’ seminar to a handful of people in my
own church on a Saturday morning. During the third and last session, a couple wandered in,
and sat down at a table in the far corner. I saw Nancy, the coordinator, go to them and
welcome them, explaining what the seminar was about. They stayed and when the seminar was
over, I met them briefly.
Later, Nancy explained that she found out this was a homeless couple who lived in the man’s
car. He was a recovering alcoholic, and the woman was trying to kick the habit and had been
‘dry’ for two days.
“I could see the stress on her face,” Nancy told me. Then she added, “When I left my house
that morning, I saw a list of shelters on my kitchen table and felt this list should be at church, so
I took it with me. When I spoke to that couple later that day, I remembered that list and gave
them a copy. They followed up and contacted a shelter on that list. A week later, I received a
call from the woman. She sounded like a different person. The shelter they went to is usually
full and has a waiting list, but when they arrived that day there was room for the woman.
“I can’t tell you how thankful I am to have met you at that church. We just wandered in
because we were hungry. I am still at the shelter and doing much better. Thank you again!”
Discussion:
1 Every church should have a list of local shelters so referrals can be made. Does your church
have such a list? If not, should one be available?
2 Are Shelters staff given time, even for a few minutes, to present their ministry to your
congregation, and have a table with details or information in the foyer? Please, discuss.
3 Is the church helping with fundraising efforts to keep these shelters operating?

BIOETHICAL ISSUES
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Behind laboratory doors, scientists are working to end aging, disease, and pain. But are we
changing what it means to be human? In a Reader’s Digest article, called ‘Our Bodies Our Souls’,
Alex Tarquinio writes,
1 – Pigs cloned to produce transplant organs to save the dying.
2 – Computer chips implanted in the brain to conquer paralysis.
3 – Human embryos manufactured and destroyed for their genetic building blocks (stem cells).
It’s the stuff of science fiction – yet startling advances like these are unfolding in research
laboratories right now. Will we wind up abusing science, experimenting with the human body
not because we should, but because we can?
Unless the church is informed on the bioethical advances made in our labs, ethical boundaries
may be crossed at the expense of human lives. In his book, ‘Tinkering with People’, published in
1992 by Victor Books, author Dr. Kenneth Schemmer asks questions that we must answer:
* How Far Should We Redefine Humanity?
* How Much Tinkering is Too Much?
* How Long Should we Support Waning Life?
* Are We Destined to Socialize Medicine?
These questions are still as relevant today as they were in 1992. As Christians, we need to be
aware of what advances are being made, and when to raise our voice.
Some resources:
The Center For Bioethics and Culture (CBC) at www.thecbc.org
Dr. Schemmer’s book is out of print but still available in second hand bookstore sites such as
www.Abebooks.com
Another link Focus on the Family’s www.citizenlink.org
Discussion:
1 Are you aware of some advances made in bioethics that concern you?
2 Do you feel this is an issue the church should be aware of?
3 Any ideas or suggestions how to get up to date, reliable information?
4 Any ideas how the church can have an influence in the arena of bioethics?
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Purpose of the Church
By now you may feel overwhelmed, maxed out on information overload. If you feel that way, I
don’t blame you. I would too. This whole presentation is not just something you can scan and
walk away from. It has taken a life-time of experiences, growth, learning, mistakes, falling and
getting up, to gather this material; yet everything presented here is still incomplete and basic.
Many others can add additional insights to every chapter.
I like to close with a powerful scripture, found both in the Old and New Testament that
describes the purpose of the Church in detail. It’s found in Isaiah 61:1-3 and Luke 4:18. (Italics
added are mine).

The Purpose of the Church
Preach the Good News (salvation – eternal life)
Bind up the brokenhearted (sick and suffering)
Proclaim freedom to the captives (fear, addiction, abuse)
Release prisoners from darkness (ignorance, worldly involvements)
Comfort those who mourn (grieve over losses)
And God will
Bestow a crown of beauty instead of ashes
The oil of gladness, instead of mourning and
a garment of praise instead of a spirit of despair.

Hence: The Church is God’s Greatest Healthcare Facility!
And who is the church?

The Body of Christ, which is you and me!
And what is our part? (This is a tough one…)

Allow God to take any measure He deems necessary
to keep our mind fully focused on Him.
In closing, I would like to lead you in a prayer I found in Bruce Wilkinson’s booklet, ‘The Prayer
of Jabez’. If you are in a group, please close your eyes and have someone read this prayer
slowly:

‘Your Father knows your gifts, your hindrances, and the condition you’re in at
every moment. And He also knows something you can’t possibly know – every
single person who is in desperate need of receiving His touch through you. God
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will bring you to that person at exactly the right time and in the right
circumstances. And at that moment, you will receive power to be His witness.
Discussion:
1 Did you get a new perspective on the purpose of the church?
2 What is your definition of the church?
3 What are some of the functions of the church?
4 Is there anything specific you feel lead to do differently after this seminar?
5 Would you like to share this seminar with others?
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Session 10
Bibilical Basics

COMPASSIONATE CARE TO THE SICK AND HURTING
Jesus said, “I am the Bread of life”. We need physical food every day to stay alive. We also
need a daily portion of the Bread of Life to stay spiritually healthy. Below some words from the
oldest medical textbook: the Old and New Testament - the Bible
Please look up these scriptures prayerfully and discuss at your Compassionate Care group
sessions. Make it a habit to read and study the Bible daily in your own private times.
WHAT IS MAN’S UNIVERSAL PROBLEM? (ROMANS 3:23)________________________
WHAT HAS SEPARATED US FROM GOD? (ISAIAH 59:12)_________________________
WHAT IS OUR BASIC HUMAN NATURE LIKE? (JEREMIAH 17:9)___________________
WHO IS JESUS? (COLOSSIANS 1:15-19)_________________________________________
WHAT DID JESUS DO FOR US? (COLOSSIANS 1:13)______________________________
WITH WHAT RESULTS? (COLOSSIANS 1:14)_____________________________________
WHAT ARE OUR OBLIGATIONS TO GOD? (ROMANS 12:1, 2)_______________________
WHAT ASSURANCE DO WE HAVE IF WE KEEP THESE OBLIGATIONS? (PSALM 1:1-3)
WILL ALL OUR PROBLEMS BE OVER? WHAT CAN WE EXPECT?
(2 CORINTHIANS 4:8-11)_______________________________________________________
WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF THIS STRUGGLE? (EPHESIANS 6:12)____________________
WHO HEADS THIS REALM? (LUKE 10:18)________________________________________
WHAT IS HIS DESIRE? (LUKE 22:31)_____________________________________________
WHAT SHOULD OUR RESPONSE BE? (JAMES 4:7)________________________________
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HOW CAN WE RECEIVE GUIDANCE FROM GOD? (PROVERBS 3:5-8)
(COLOSSIANS 3:15)___________________________________________________________
IS THERE LIFE AFTER DEATH? (JOHN 3:16)______________________________________
WHAT KINDS OF LIFE? (LUKE 16:19-24)_________________________________________
CAN WE CHOOSE WHERE TO GO? (JOHN 3:36) HOW?_____________________________
IS HELL A REALITY? (LUKE 16:25, 26)___________________________________________
IS IT HARD TO CONVINCE PEOPLE? (LUKE 16:29-31)______________________________
IS HEAVEN AN ACTUAL PLACE? (JOHN 14:1, 2). EXPLAIN.________________________
WHAT DID PAUL HAVE TO SAY ABOUT HEAVEN? (2CORINTHIANS 5:8)____________
WE PROVIDE COMPASSIONATE CARE BY BEING AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING:
EXODUS 15:26_______________________________________________________________
ISAIAH 53:5_________________________________________________________________
LUKE 4:18___________________________________________________________________
HEBREWS 13:8_______________________________________________________________
JAMES 5:14-16_______________________________________________________________
PSALMS 107:20_______________________________________________________________
DOES COMPASSIONATE CARE NEED TO BE TIME CONSUMING? (ISAIAH 28:10).
WHY?________________________________________________________________________
WHAT DO YOU FEEL ARE IMPORTANT FACTORS IN TEAM EFFORT?______________
HOW CAN TEAM EFFORT BE PROMOTED?______________________________________
WHEN AND HOW SHOULD COMPASSIONATE CARE BE GIVEN? (2 TIMOTHY 4:2)__
WHAT WARNING SHOULD BE HEEDED? (MATTHEW 10:16)______________________
HOW CAN WE PREPARE OURSELVES TO GIVE COMPASSIONATE CARE?
PHILIPPIANS 2:3____________________________________________________________
PHILIPPIANS 4:11___________________________________________________________
JAMES 4:11_________________________________________________________________
LUKE 12:29_________________________________________________________________
LUKE 3:14b_________________________________________________________________
PHILIPPIANS 4:4____________________________________________________________
EPHESIANS 5:18_____________________________________________________________
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE SECRETS OF CONTINUED PEACE WITH GOD?__________
(PHILIPPIANS 4:4-7)___________________________________________________________
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TO BE EFFECTIVE IN GIVING COMPASSIONATE CARE TO OUR PATIENTS, FRIENDS
AND LOVED ONES, WE NEED TO KNOW WHO AND WHAT WE ARE IN CHRIST. OUR
DAILY PRAYER SHOULD BE: (EPHESIANS 1:17-23)

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

C om p a s s i on a t e C a r e f or t h e
S i c k an d Hu r ti n g
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